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Gift Vouchers
FRUIT PLANT SPECIALISTS

As a family business with over 50 years
experience, we at Ken Muir pride ourselves on
providing only the highest quality fruit trees, soft
fruits, canes and vines. Our reputation has been
built on this and many of our customers have remained loyal throughout the
years. One of our key aims is to share our knowledge and expertise in this
rewarding area and help even the most novice of gardeners feel comfortable
in growing their own fruit.

Ken Muir Gift Vouchers are the
perfect gardening gift for any
occasion and are available in
denominations of £15 and £25.
Please advise us who you would like
us to send the vouchers to and we
will also enclose a free copy of our
catalogue. Gift vouchers can only be
redeemed by post and telephone.
£15 Voucher
£25 Voucher

999V15
999V25

Our friendly staff operate from our farm and are only too pleased to answer
any fruit growing questions that you may have, either before, during or after
the ordering process. Indeed, we are so confident that you will enjoy
growing our products that we provide a free after-sales advisory service
together with a no quibble 6 month guarantee on all of our fruit stocks.

r Muir (holding Strawberry Sonata)

Get top tips from our own guru Roge

We at Ken Muir
are renowned for our strawberry
displays and regularly attend a
number of horticultural and
county shows. We have
exhibited at the Chelsea Flower
Show since 1970 and have
accumulated over 40
medals which include
13 RHS Gold Medals.

ABOUT KEN MUIR

ABOUT KEN MUIR

Welcome to

Roger Muir, son of the founder of the business, is happy to talk to you
about any aspects of fruit growing – from planting out, feeding and pruning
- or any other questions you may have. This advice is completely free of
charge and Roger is contactable on Tuesday’s and Wednesday’s between
10am and 4pm on our usual telephone number - 01255 830181. Please
note that at certain times of the year he is extremely busy and attending
shows - so all queries will be dealt with in dated order.
For monthly news, hints, tips, advice and offers, why not sign up to
receive our monthly newsletter by email. Please see our web site
www.kenmuir.co.uk for details.

How to order
Visit www.kenmuir.co.uk for
secure online shopping, special
offers, monthly newsletter and
links. To order by post simply fill in
the Order Form on the inside back
cover of this catalogue.

Our Guarantee
of Satisfaction
All fruit stocks are guaranteed for six
months from the date of despatch. In the
event that any plant should die within
the guarantee period, a free replacement
will be sent provided the plant has not
been neglected, overwatered or planted
in an unsuitable site and the failure has
been reported to us within the guarantee
period. We reserve the right to ask for
the plant to be returned to us for
examination. When replacement plants
are sent our carriage and packing
charges are applicable. It should be
understood that replacement plants are
offered as a gesture of goodwill, not an
admission of liability.
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Orderline 01255 830181

Visit us at Ken Muir Ltd,

Personal Shoppers
We are open Monday to Saturday
9am-4.30pm and you are welcome
to visit us between 10am-4pm. If
you are travelling long distance
please telephone first to check on
the availability of stocks.

Honeypot Farm,
Rectory Road,
Weeley Heath,
Clacton-on-Sea,
Essex CO16 9BJ.
Visitors are welcome between
Monday - Friday 9am - 4pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm
Closed bank holidays.
Telephone: 01255 830181
Fax: 01255 831534
Email: info@kenmuir.co.uk

Awarded 40 medals to date

FREE

Monthly
Newsletter
For monthly
news, hints,
tips, advice
and offers,
then why not
sign up for
our FREE
monthly
newsletter

Established over 50 years

To help you
‘Grow Your Own Fruit’
by Ken Muir
This 194-page reference book is
packed with fully comprehensive
infomation on all aspects of fruit
growing and is free with your first*
fruit stocks order when you spend
£30 or more.
*Customers ordering strawberry
plants will only receive a copy of
‘Grow Your Own Strawberries’

www.kenmuir.co.uk 3

NEW! Seedball
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Created by conservation scientists
and winner of the ‘Great British
Growing Awards 2019’, for ‘Best
Wildlife Gardening Product’,
Seedball offers a new twist on an
ancient technique for increasing
germination rates - helping to fill
our gardens, balconies and window
boxes with native wildflowers, bees
and butterflies.
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NEW!

Native wildflowers are naturally slow
to germinate, and as such, loosely
scattered seed can often be eaten by
ants, birds and mice. Seedball solves
this problem by encasing the seed in a
protective ball of clay, compound and
chilli. The barrier of dried outer clay
means that the seed inside will begin
to germinate - helped along by the
nutrients and minerals contained
within the ball. The chilli powder
continues to deter slugs and snails
while the seed ball slowly degrades
and the seeds sprout.

Seed balls are incredibly easy to use
- simply scatter on top of soil or
compost (no digging or expertise
required!) and nature will do the rest.
Each tin contains 20 seed balls,
enough to cover 1 metre square in a
garden bed or 3-5 medium sized pots.
Seed balls are best scattered in Spring
or Autumn.

NEW TO OUR RANGE

WELCOME
4

NEW TO OUR RANGE

NEW!

Multi Award Winning
Great British Growing Awards 2019
- Best Wildlife Gardening Product
Honest John - Product of the Year 2019,
gift under £20
Garden Retail Awards 2017
- Best New Product (Growing)

A

B

Gift of the Year 2017

A Guide to Our Icons
To help you decide the best variety for your garden, we have a series of symbols picking
the key qualities of each plant that will help you. Each one is explained below.

Early

Mid

Late

Indicates the month when the fruit will be
ready for picking
All fruits are separated into
pollination groups, starting with
the earliest flowering varieties as
group A and so on.
Varieties in the same group will
usually cross pollinate one another.
Varieties in adjacent pollination
groups will also serve as
pollination for one another.
Triploid varieties will not act as a
pollinator
These varieties will pollinate
themselves

The storage month is an
approximate guide depending
on picking time and storage
conditions
Indicates that the plant is pot
grown and available to mail
throughout the year
Indicates that this plant has
been bred in the U.K.
Indicates that this plant has
received the RHS Award of
Garden Merit
These varieties are particularly
easy to grow, have good disease
resistance and are suitable for
growing nationwide

A Seedball - Bee Mix
Each seed ball contains approximately 30 seeds from a
mix of Birdsfoot Trefoil, Foxglove, Red Clover, Viper’s
Bugloss and Wild Marjoram plus a sprinkly of
pollinator-friendly annuals Chamomile, Cornflower,
Corn Marigold and Night-Flowering Catchfly.

B Seedball - Butterfly Mix
Each seed ball contains approximately 30 seeds from a
mix of Purple Loosestrife, Forget-Me-Not, Musk Mallow,
Red Campion and Yarrow, plus a sprinkly of
pollinator-friendly annuals Chamomile, Cornflower,
Corn Marigold and Night-Flowering Catchfly.

Aavilable all year round
1 tin
SBBE

Aavilable all year round
1 tin
SBBF

£6.60 (incl p&p)

£6.60 (incl p&p)

Where this variety is also available
as a Minarette® M is added to
the product code.

*Varieties Marked with an Asterisk
These varieties are protected by the legislation governing Plant Breeders’ Rights. It is an
infringement of Plant Breeders’ Rights to propagate from them for resale without a licence
from the holder of the Rights.
** Varieties Marked with a Double Asterisk were pending a grant at time of going to

Awarded 40 medals to date

Established over 50 years
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A

Midsummer (crop late June to mid July)

B Honeoye One of the leading
commercial early variety. Bears heavy
crops of large berries. The fruit is bright
red, very firm and of good quality.
Excellent for freezing.

Strawberries depict a
typical English
summer
Long hot lazy days, tennis and
strawberries and cream.
Strawberries are a great source of
vitamin C, potassium and
antioxidants and more. They are low
in sugar, calories (only four per fruit!)
and great for your skin.
Try them in smoothies, salads, cereals
or eat them simply as they are.
Frozen plants are usually available
from March/April to late July. These
will fruit within 60 days providing
they are planted outdoors between
May and July. If planted before May
they will crop within 90 days. Fresh
dug plants are usually available from
October to November, these will fruit
the first summer after planting.
Plants should be spaced 12-16in
(30-40cm) apart with a 30-36in
(75-90cm) gap between rows.
Please note: Strawberries are
packed in units of 12 and it is
not possible to order less than
12 plants of any one variety.
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Orderline 01255 830181

044

A Alice A heavy cropping variety with
good disease resistance. The fruits are
consistently sweet and juicy. Very good
flavour.

022

£15.50 (incl p&p)

£15.50 (incl p&p)

Get excellent crop
results using our
exclusive feed
SPECIAL
ONLY £4.90
OFFER!
when you buy with
either the Self
Watering Towerpot
or Agriframes Double
Decker Tabletop
Code 2012SS

C

Slug & Snail Shocka® for
Strawberries Made from a unique

C Vibrant* This early season variety
produces wonderfully sweet, glossy red,
conical shaped fruits with an excellent
flavour and quality. Vibrant is heavy
cropping with yields normally
exceeding 1kg (2.2lbs) per plant, once
established. It has an upright growing
habit, displaying the medium/large
fruits well, making them very easy to
pick. It also shows good resistance to
powdery mildew and crown rot.
12 plants

043

£15.50 (incl p&p)

copper-coated patented fabric
called Tex-R, which acts as a barrier
to slugs and snails. Preventing
weed growth and stops soil splash,
it allows water through yet retains
moisture in the soil. Safe to
children, wildlife and pets, Tex-R
fabric is widely used by
professionals and can be reused as
it remains effective for several
years. This size sheet allows the
planting of a double row of
strawberry plants.
Roll size: approx. 0.9m x 5m
(3ft x 16ft)
1 roll

6017

£43.00

Awarded 40 medals to date

C

B Cambridge Favourite This variety
can be relied upon to crop well under a
wide range of conditions. Resistant to
powdery mildew. Good flavour.
12 plants

12 plants

Have you tried?
12 plants

B

A

B

A Christine* This delicious early
summer strawberry variety produces
large, sweet, bright red berries with an
excellent flavour. It shows good
resistance to verticillium wilt and
powdery mildew but because it flowers
early may need protection from frost.
Christine is also a good variety for
growing in a greenhouse or polytunnel.

STRAWBERRIES

STRAWBERRIES

Early Midsummer (crop mid June to early July)

001

D

£15.50 (incl p&p)

C Elsanta* Grown extensively by
commercial growers. It produces heavy
crops of large, firm, attractive berries.
Very good flavour.
12 plants 025
£15.50 (incl p&p)
D Hapil* Produces heavy yields of
large, firm, bright red fruits. Crops well
on light soils and under dry conditions.
Excellent flavour.
12 plants

013

£15.50 (incl p&p)

E Tenira Long considered to
be one of the finest flavoured
varieties, Tenira is a prolific
cropper of medium to large sized
firm, juicy fruits and makes the
most wonderful home-made jam.

E

WELCO
TO A ME BACK
FAVOUN OLD
RITE

6 x 9cm pot 021P £22
(incl p&p)

Strawberry Feed Ken Muir
Strawberry Feed is a high potash summer
feed (N.P.K. analysis 10-10-30), specially
formulated for strawberry plants with all
the necessary trace elements for bigger,
better quality fruit. One 800g pack will
make over 2000 litres of plant food.
Strawberry Feed (800g)
800g

! 2012S

£8.70

Established over 50 years
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Late Summer (crop throughout July)

A

B

A
A Cupid Combines both superb flavour
with outstanding disease resistance.

12 plants

047

£15.50 (incl p&p)

B Fenella* A variety which produces
bright orange/red berries, with a good
sweet flavour. Reliable during wet
summers it has good resistance to
verticillium wilt and crown rot.
12 plants

B
A Korona* This heavy cropping variety
is noted for its excellent sweet flavour.
The fruits are large and juicy. It has good
levels of resistance against verticillium
wilt, botrytis and grey mould.
12 plants

014

C

B Sonata* Produces larger, sweet
fruits of a very good flavour. It appears
to be able to stand up to very hot
spells of weather and periods of
heavy rain.
12 plants 035 £15.50 (incl p&p)

A Finesse Bred in the U.K. this
outstanding perpetual variety combines
heavy yields with great fruit quality,
excellent flavour and good disease
resistance, especially in respect to
Verticillium Wilt and Crown Rot. ‘Finesse’
produces bright red, medium to large
heart-shaped berries which are both sweet
and juicy. Plants are vigorous, producing
very few energy-sapping runners, resulting
in heavy crops of up to 1.2kg (2.6lb) per
plant, Available March 2020.

081

£15.50 (incl p&p)

D Lucy* This variety produces heavy
crops of large, attractive, heart
shaped berries. The glossy red fruits
are very juicy and wonderfully sweet,
with a superb flavour. Lucy has been
proven to provide excellent yields
even in the wettest of summers and
the berries are also good for
freezing.
12 plants 041 £15.50 (incl p&p)

Perpetual (crop mid August to mid October- may crop in early summer)
A

£15.50 (incl p&p)

C Florence* Offers an exciting
combination of quality fruit and
outstanding disease resistance. Heavy
crops of firm, dark red fruits. Does well
on all soils and appears to be resistant to
vine weevil colonisation. Excellent flavour.
12 plants

£15.50 (incl p&p)

To help you!

085

STRAWBERRIES

STRAWBERRIES

Midsummer (crop late June to mid July)

D

E

12 plug plants 091PL £18.50 (incl p&p)

B

Rootgrow™ Following extensive

trials on strawberry plants, we now
recommend the use of Rootgrow™
at the time of planting to encourage
strong root growth and aid
establishements. Simply sprinkle
1tsp (15ml) of Rootgrow™ into the
bottom of each planting hole then
plant the strawberry plants so that
their roots are in direct contact
with the granules. One 60g pack
treats 12 strawberry plants
60g pack 2016RS

8

£3.05 (incl p&p)

Orderline 01255 830181

E Symphony* This variety bears good
yields of very firm, juicy, medium to large
sized berries which have a very bright-red
glossy appearance. Very good flavour.
Resistant to red core and appears to be
resistant to vine weevil colonisation. Does
exceptionally well in the north.

B Flamenco* This variety combines
heavy crops with exceptional quality.
The large glossy berries have an
excellent, sweet flavour.
12 plants

034

£17.80 (incl p&p)
12 plants

Awarded 40 medals to date

Established over 50 years

018

£15.50 (incl p&p)
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STRAWBERRIES

STRAWBERRIES

Useful accessories

Useful accessories
A

Set of 4
Self-Watering
modules with
base plinth.

A Agriframes Double Decker
Tabletop Made from galvanised steel with
a black polymer coating. Each Table-Top
will support 2 x 1m growbags (10 plants
per growbag). Assembly is made easy with
the slot together tubing. A bird net and
hoops to support the net above the fruit
are included.
1 Tabletop
6028
£125

Agriframes
Double Decker
Tabletop

SPECIAL
OFFER!

for £108 when you buy 2
packs of strawberry plants or
more!
6028S
£108

Growbags and strawberry plants are not included in the price.

SpeedFeed™
Self-Watering Towerpots Four stacking modules
accommodate twenty four strawberry plants and
form a multi-storey container approximately 59cm
(23in) high. Each module has its own built-in
reservoir to ensure even distribution of water
throughout the column. Individual filling points are
designed for ease in topping up. Set consists of four
Self-Watering modules with a matching base plinth,
all moulded in high quality polypropylene. Available
in green.
1 Towerpot
211G
£39.99 (incl p&p)
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Self-Watering
Towerpots

SPECIAL
OFFER!

for £26.95 per set when you
buy 2 packs of strawberry
plants or more!
211GS
£26.95 (incl p&p)

Awarded 40 medals to date

B SpeedFeed™ is an incredibly simple
yet effective way to ensure that your plants
receive both water and feed, directly to
where they need it, straight to the roots,
encouraging stronger healthier plants and
increasing crop yields. The innovative new
design enables it to be used with growbags,
planters and raised beds distributing water
and feed evenly along the length of the
perforated tube helping save time, money
and water. Ideal for use with the
‘Strawberry Double-Decker Table-Top’
it can be reused year after year.

B

buy 2 for just
£20 (incl p&p)
SPECIAL
SAVE £6
OFFER!

SFGB £13.00
(incl p&p)

Established over 50 years
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Ken Muir’s apple trees are usually grafted on M26 semi-dwarfing rootstocks
making them most suitable for bush trees, cordons and espaliers. Bush apple
trees on M26 grow to 2.5m-3.5m (8-12ft) in height and should be spaced
3-4.5m (10-15ft) apart. Apples are separated into pollination groups
according to when they flower, starting with the earliest flowering varieties
as group A, group B a little later and so on. Varieties within the same
pollination group will usually cross pollinate one another as they flower at
the same time. Varieties in adjacent pollination groups will also serve as
pollinators for one another. Triploids will not act as a pollinator.

Dessert Apples
B

A

See our range of
Minarettes® from
pages 13 to 33.
A fabulous selection
of apples, pears,
plums, gages and
cherries.

Minarettes®
Minarettes® are slender, columnar
fruit trees which bear their fruit on
short spurs along the length of a
vertical stem rather than on long
spreading branches. They are perfect
for today’s smaller gardens because
they can be planted as close as 6090cm (2-3 ft) apart as well as being
ideal for growing in tubs or on
balconies. When mature,
Minarettes® are 1.8-2.4m (6-8ft) tall
and crop prolifically. A large range of
apple, pear, plum, gage, damson
and cherry varieties are available in
Minarette® form and these are
denoted by a M. Please add a M
after the product code of the variety
to indicate a Minarette® is required.
ie The product code for a
Minarette® “Braeburn” is 937M.

A Minarette® Accessory Pack Our pack contains everything you need to get
your Minarettes® off to the best possible start. The pack consists of a high quality
15 litre plastic pot, which comes in an attractive terracotta colour, with a
decorative motive under the rim, plus two blocks of compost and feed (simply add
water and mix to reconstitute). Also included within the set is a 60g pack of
Rootgrow™ to encourage strong root growth and aid establishment, a starter tree
stake to provide support and two cushion tree ties.
The pots are both lightweight yet robust and are the perfect size for growing
young Minarette® trees. They measure 35cm (13½in) in diameter, with a depth of
27cm (10½in), they are also frost resistant and contain plenty of drainage holes to
help prevent waterlogging in winter.
1 pack
MAP
£22.00 (incl p&p)

Minarette® Accessory Pack*
for £17.99 when purchased with any
Minarette® tree.
MAPS
£17.99 (incl p&p)

SPECIAL
OFFER!

*limited to one planter per Minarette® tree ordered.
See page 51

1 bush
1 minarette®

937
937M

C

Did You Know . . .

£21.00
£24.50

There are more than 8,000
varieties of apples – the largest
variety of fruit to exist. They are
also the most widely grown tree
fruit and the blossom has the
most delicate scent.

B Bright Future A late variety with
excellent flavour, the fruits are crisp and
juicy and are best eaten after
Christmas. The tree appears to be
resistant to scab and mildew and can
be grown countrywide.
1 bush

941

£21.00

C Chivers Delight An attractive late
apple raised about 1920. Heavy crops
of crisp, sweet juicy fruits, with a
honeyed flavour.

We have a selection of stepover,
espalier and fan trained trees
which are ideal for covering walls
and fences, or with stepovers
make an eye-catching edging to
a border or pathway. Trained
trees make an attractive and
productive use of space and will
create an instant effect in your
garden.

1 bush
1 minarette®

933
933M

£21.00
£24.50

D Christmas Pippin® A crisp, sweet,
cox-like apple that has a flesh that
simply melts in the mouth and leaves a
pleasant, but subtle honey aftertaste.

For details on Minarettes®
and ready trained tree
varieties please refer to our
website or call 01255
830181 for availability.

Orderline 01255 830181

A Braeburn This late variety is
becoming extremely popular. The fruit
is refreshing, crisp and juicy.
Requires a sunny position.

D

A

Ready Trained Trees

12

APPLES

MINARETTES® & READY TRAINED TREES

APPLES

1 bush
1 minarette®

Awarded 40 medals to date

9619
9619M

£21.00
£24.50

Established over 50 years
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H

J

H Egremont Russet The classic russet
apple with a rich, sweet, nutty flavour.
A heavy, regular cropper. Good disease
resistance.

1 bush
1 minarette®

906
906M

£21.00
£24.50

I Falstaff* One of the heaviest
cropping varieties, highly
recommended for every garden. The
flesh is crisp and juicy and has a very
good flavour. Frost resistant.
E Apple ‘Core BlimeyTM This delicious
apple variety was developed by ‘Trees for
Life’, specifically for the ‘London Orchard
Project’, a charity that promotes orchard
and fruit tree growing in the capital. It
produces stunning highly coloured ‘Cox
like’ fruits that are crisp and juicy with an
excellent flavour and good disease
resistance. Bred to be strong and resilient it
does not suffer from any of the problems
associated with the traditional ‘Cox’ and is
suitable for growing nationwide.
1 bush tree 918

1 bush
1 minarette®

994
994M

£21.00
£24.50

I

£23.00

F Cox (Self fertile clone) Considered
the finest flavoured English apple.
Requires good soil conditions.
1 bush
1 minarette®

F

900
900M

APPLES

APPLES

E

J Fiesta (Red Pippin*) An excellent
late apple with a rich and refreshing
Cox-like flavour. A reliable cropper and
excellent keeper. Heavy crops of
medium large apples. Partially self
fertile.
1 bush
1 minarette®

917
917M

L

£21.00
£24.50

K Gala A highly coloured late apple,
with a sweet flavour often reminiscent
of pear drops. Crisp and juicy. Suitable
for the north.
1 bush
1 minarette®

914
914M

£21.00
£24.50

An Apple a Day . .

L Greensleeves* A mid season crisp,
green apple of excellent quality. Hardy
and reliable. Good disease resistance.
Crops heavily. Suitable for growing
countrywide.

M Herefordshire Russet®* Excellent
quality, heavy cropping with a rich
aromatic flavour.

1 bush
1 minarette®

1 bush
1 minarette®

K

911
911M

£21.00
£24.50

M

9581
9581M

The saying "An apple a day keeps
the doctor away" originated in the
19th century. Sadly eating apples
doesn't guarantee good health but
they do have nutritional value and
potential health benefits.

£21.00
£24.50

How about . . .

G

£21.00
£24.50

G Discovery A well flavoured, crisp,
early apple with a surprisingly long
shelf life for such an early variety.

1 bush
1 minarette®

14

905
905M

Ken Muir Fruit Tree Feed A balanced
feed (N.P.K. analysis 12-11-18),
specially formulated for Tree, Cane,
Vine and Bush Fruits (except
Blueberries). Contains vital nutrients
and trace elements essential for plant
growth
! 2012T
£4.50
1kg

£21.00
£24.50

Orderline 01255 830181

Awarded 40 medals to date
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D

C Honeycrisp Produces good sized fruit, G Laxton’s Superb This heavy
and is extremely cold hardy with
cropping late dessert apple will grow
excellent keeping qualities.
where Cox fails to thrive. The flesh is
very sweet, finely textured and juicy
with a Cox-like flavour.
1 bush
9618
£21.00
D James Grieve An early, heavy and
regular cropper. Melting flesh with an
excellent flavour. Flower is resistant to
frost damage. Partially self fertile.
1 bush
1 minarette®

E

A

908
908M

£21.00
£24.50

E Katy This early variety gives heavy
yields of very attractive apples. The fruit
is crisp and heavily flushed with bright
red.
1 bush
1 minarette®

915
915M

£21.00
£24.50

F Kidd’s Orange Red One of the finest
flavoured late dessert apples, sweet and
aromatic. Produces good crops of
medium sized fruits.

1 bush

995

£21.00

H Little Pax® Originating from Cecilia’s
Abbey on the Isle of Wight ‘Little Pax®’
is a rich, aromatic dessert apple with a
superb sweet flavour and an essence
similar to honeydew melon. The highly
attractive “pearmain’ shaped fruits are
medium in size and have a crunchy
red/orange flushed skin that gives way
to a smooth, juicy flesh. It stores well. A
charitable donation from the sale of
every tree is made to St Cecilia’s to help
with the upkeep of the Abbey.
1 bush

924

£23.00

993
993M

£21.00
£24.50

F

16

Orderline 01255 830181

1 bush

9585

£21.00

B Red Devil Excellent for organic
gardeners. The highly decorative bright red
fruits tinge the flesh pink. Crisp and juicy.
Excellent flavour, reminiscent of strawberries
.
1 bush

934

C Red Windsor (Sweet Lillibet)*
This apple has a superb flavour and
does not suffer from any of the
problems associated with Cox. Frost
hardy and very heavy cropping.
1 bush

935

£21.00

D Scrumptious * Named ‘Scrumptious’
for its wonderful complexity of flavours.
It is frost hardy and suitable for
planting in all areas of the U.K.
1 bush
1 minarette®

971
971M

E Sunset The crisp fruits are intensely
flavoured and aromatic. Easy to grow
and a reliable cropper.

F

£21.00

®

B

Awarded 40 medals to date

E

A Pixie The fruits are yellow with red
stripes and an orange/red flush. Finely
flavoured, intensely rich and aromatic
with a good balance of sugar and acidity.

®

H
1 bush
1 minarette®

C

APPLES

APPLES

G

C

£21.00
£24.50

1 bush
1 minarette®

919
919M

£21.00
£24.50

F Tydeman’s Late Orange This Cox
cross is intensely rich and aromatic,
with a perfect balance of sugar and
acidity. Heavy cropping.
1 bush

9586

£21.00

G Winter Gem Produces very heavy
crops of large, pink-flushed fruits. Crisp
and juicy. The flavour is excellent, rich
and aromatic. An excellent garden
variety. Heavy cropping.
1 bush

D

Established over 50 years

932

£21.00

G
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A

C

APPLES

CULINARY & DUAL PURPOSE APPLES

The Rarest Apple in the World

B

A

GEM!

C Bountiful A late variety producing
heavy crops of large, sweet, good
flavoured apples. Cooks to a yellow
fluff. In late winter it can be eaten as a
dessert apple.
1 bush
1 minarette®

954
954M

£21.00
£24.50
A Original Bramley A pure and exact
replication of the mother of all cooking
apples. Each tree will be supplied with a
special label of provenance.

D

A few years ago, a very special apple tree that had remained a
secret for generations was discovered growing off the Welsh
coast on remote Bardsey island. It is believed to be the only
survivor of an orchard tended by monks over 1000 years ago.
According to the medieval legend,
Bardsey Island is the site of
Avalon, where King Arthur was
taken after he was wounded in his
first battle. It was a place of
pilgrimage in early Christian times
and local people say that 20,000
saints lie buried there. The Old
mother tree was, and is still
growing in a slight recess on the
side of a house.
B

Remarkably, the tree and the fruits
are free from disease – a very
unusual occurence in North Wales.
It is thought that ancient genes
coupled with a hardy wind swept
evolution have resulted in this
unique attribute.
Appropriately named Bardsey,
the fruits are in season from mid
October to late November, They
are striped pink and have a distinct
scent of lemon. When eaten as a
dessert apple, they are crisp, sweet
and juicy. They cook to a delicate
light golden fluff and require no
sugar. Pollination group B.

1 bush

950B

1 bush

950

£21.00

1 bush
1 minarette®

C

9584
9584M

Uses . . .
Make the British apple season
last with a spicy chutney or try
a comforting crumble or pie.

£23.00

B Broadholme Beauty An excellent,
naturally sweet apple, ideal for diabetics
as it does not require added sugar. It also
has an extraordinarily thin skin. It has
good disease resistance.
D Bramley’s Seedling The fruits are
large with a juicy, acid flavour. Cooks to
a pale, cream fluff. Heavy cropping.

C Charles Ross This mid season dualpurpose variety is crisp, juicy, sweet and
aromatic. When cooked, the flesh stays
fairly intact with a sweet flavour. Fairly
resistant to scab.

£21.00
£24.50

1 bush
1 minarette®

992
992M

£21.00
£24.50

D Howgate Wonder A very large
fruited late cooker. The flesh is fine and
juicy and breaks up almost completely
when cooked. Fruit stores well
1 bush

D

951

£21.00

E Lord Derby A prolific and regular
cropper. Good flavour. Stays intact when
cooked. Resistant to scab. Partially self
fertile.
1 bush
1 minarette®

929
929M

£21.00
£24.50

E

E

A Bardsey
1 bush

9587

£21.00

B Arthur Turner A large early cooker
with especially beautiful blossom. Fairly
resistant to scab. An excellent baker.
Partially self fertile.
1 bush
1 minarette®

18

Orderline 01255 830181

928
928M

£21.00
£24.50

E Apple ‘Eden®’ This amazing dualpurpose apple is not only crisp, sweet and
juicy, but because it does not brown when
it is cut, it is perfect for slicing and putting
in lunch boxes and fruit salads. When
cooked it behaves like a Bramley, cooking
down to a delicious snow-white fluff but
requires little if any sugar.
1 bush tree 958

£23.00

Awarded 40 medals to date

Established over 50 years
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A

A

B

B

A Ashmeads Kernel Almost 300
years old but still one of the best late
dessert apples. Medium-sized, crisp
flesh, superb aromatic flavour.

C Ribston Pippin Sweet and juicy with
an aromatic flavour, slightly reminiscent
of pear drops.
1 bush

1 bush

A Adam’s Pearmain Produces heavy
crops of high quality apples which have a
rich, aromatic and nutty flavour. The tree
has good scab resistance, making it a
good choice for wet areas.

B Beauty of Bath The fruits are yellow
with a bright red flush and have a full
flavour, sweet with a slight tang.

9610

£21.00

927

£21.00

B Newton Wonder One of the
best cookers with an extremely good
fruity flavour. When baked it has a
creamy texture and requires very
little sugar.

1 bush

9615

9612

966

Did you know?
Autumn is not only
harvest time but also the
season of the Apple
Festival. Countrywide
visitors can sample old
English varieties of both
fruits and juices.

£21.00

D Worcester Pearmain Popular garden
apple. It produces a reliable crop of
delicious orange-red fruit. The firm, juicy
flesh is very sweet with a strong
strawberry flavour.
1 bush

1 bush
1 bush

HERITAGE APPLES

HERITAGE APPLES

Heritage Apples

921

£21.00

£21.00

D

£21.00

C
C

Many Varieties . . .
Today, we inherit the history of
several thousand varieties of
apple that have been considered
worthy of a name. We are
delighted to offer a selection of
varieties from the past. Due to
limited availability we would
advise that you order early.

Did you know?
The apple is a member
of the Rose family ?

C Blenheim Orange This old favourite
is one of the best dual-purpose apples.
Crisp with an excellent nutty flavour.
Good Mildew resistance.
1 bush

20

Orderline 01255 830181

931

£21.00

Awarded 40 medals to date

Established over 50 years
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Crab Apples
A

A

CRAB APPLES

CIDER APPLES

Cider Apples

C

D
B

‘Laura’ blossom

Most Popular . . .

E

Nations Oldest . . .
Cider is one of our nations oldest
drinks, introduced to Britain soon
after the Norman conquest of 1066.
It takes a good apple to make a
good cider and we are offering three
of the best cider apple fruit trees.
Ken Muir’s cider apples are grafted
on MM106 semi-dwarfing
rootstocks. They will grow to 3.54.5m (10-15ft) in height and spread.

To help you!

A Michelin Produces sweet astringent
juice and cider of medium-sweet
character. Heavy cropping.

A Golden Hornet White flowers
followed by bright yellow almost
conical fruits persisting until December.
Self-fertile.

1 bush

1 bush

967

£24.00

B Tremletts Bitter This old English cider
apple will make a full bodied bitter-sweet
cider when used by itself, or alternatively
can be blended with another variety.
The deep red, conical shaped fruits are
high in tannin and simply drop to the
ground when they ripen in mid October.
It crops heavily and has an upright
growing habit and good frost resistance.

Cider apple trees are available for
delivery from late November
until late March.

1 bush

972

990

£24.00

B Jelly King* An outstandig crab apple
variety that produces a profusion of
pure white blossom in spring, followed
by an abundance of large orange-pink
fruits that can be used to make the
most exceptional pink crab apple Jelly.
Offering interest throughout the
seasons, the highly attractive fruits
often persist on the trees well into the
winter. Trees are relatively compact
when mature.

£24.00

B

1 bush

980

£24.00

C John Downie Snowed under in early
spring with a mass of lovely pink
budded white flowers, followed by
beautiful clusters of conical orange
scarlet fruit of refreshing flavour.

Rootgrow™ We strongly
recommend the use of Rootgrow™

when planting to encourage strong
root growth and aid establishment.
For more information see page 53.
60g pack 2016RS £3.05 (incl p&p)

1 bush
1 minarette®

989
989M

£24.00
£24.50

D Laura* Produces bright red fruit and
makes a superb full flavoured jelly. The
tree is very compact,ideal for the patio.
1 bush

988

Crab apples (Malus) are probably the
most popular flowering fruit trees,
brightening up our gardens in the
spring with a mass of lovely pink and
white blossom, followed by large
clusters of colourful fruits suitable
for making crab apple jelly. They are
also used as universal pollinators for
apple trees.
E Pink Glow Produces bright pink
fruits that look like large plums and
makes a superb jelly. Highly
recommended.

F
1 bush
1 minarette®

Orderline 01255 830181

Awarded 40 medals to date

9913
9913M

£24.00
£24.50

F Red Sentinel A highly decorative
crab apple variety that produces showy,
sweetly scented white flowers in spring
followed by dense clusters of scarlet
red fruits that persist well into winter
and long after the leaves have fallen.
1 bush

963

£24.00

G Rudolf* This magnificent new crab
apple provides interest throughout the
seasons, with distinctive rose red flower
buds in spring, that open to display
stunning deep pink blossoms which are
amongst some of the largest of the
Malus family. It produces small
yellow/orange fruits, which deepen to
red and cover the whole tree.

G

£24.00
1 bush

22

Crab apple trees are available for
delivery from late November
until late March.

Established over 50 years

9916

£24.00
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A

B

B

C

D

E

C

PEARS

PEARS

PEARS
BEST
SELLER!

A Beth A small-medium sized early
pear with a rich, sweet flavour. Flesh is
melting, fine and creamy. Crops very
freely. Highly recommended.

Pretty & Delicious . . .
Pears are juicy and delicious but
more temperamental than apples. In
more favoured areas of the country
they can be grown as bush trees in
the open but elsewhere it is better to
grow them in restricted forms such
as Minarettes, Cordons and
Espaliers. Bush pears on Quince ‘A’
grow to 2.5-3.5m (8-12ft) in height
and spread and should be spaced
3-4.5m (10-15ft) apart.

1 bush
1 minarette®

860
860M

£21.00
£24.50

B Beurre Hardy One of the best
garden varieties, raised about 1820.
Flesh is white, smooth, juicy, sweet and
aromatic. Produces heavy crops given a
good position.

D Conference The most widely grown
late pear due to its reliability. Produces
long, narrow fruits. Firm flesh, pleasant
flavour. Partially self fertile.

1 bush
1 minarette®

1 bush
1 minarette®

867
867M

£21.00
£24.50

861
861M

£21.00
£24.50

C Concorde* This late variety produces
large sized pears with excellent flavour
and firm flesh. A heavy cropper, even
on young trees.

E Doyenne Du Comice Excellent rich,
sweet aromatic flavour. Creamy white,
melting and very juicy flesh. Requires a
warm, sheltered site.

1 bush
1 minarette®

1 bush
1 minarette®

A

D

862
862M

£21.00
£24.50

863
863M

£21.00
£24.50

E

A Glou Morceau One of the best
dessert pears. Good crops of medium
to large fruits with white flesh, very
smooth texture and an excellent
flavour. Requires a sheltered position.
1 bush
1 minarette®

866
866M

£21.00
£24.50

B Invincible®* Delwimor Heavy
cropping variety, very hardy and
reliable. Fruits are very large and can be
used for dessert and culinary purposes.
1 bush
1 minarette®

8690
8690M

£21.00
£24.50

C Obelisk® This excellent new selffertile dwarf pear has an upright,
columnar habit making it ideal for
smaller gardens or for growing in pots
on the patio. It produces medium sized
green fruits that have a slight flush and
are crunchy with a sweet, delicate pear
flavour and store until January.
Trees will reach an eventual height of
around 2-3m (6ft 6in-10ft) with a
width of around 1m (3ft).
1 bush

872

£23.00

D Onward One of the best early
dessert pears. Sweet flavour and
creamy white, melting, juicy flesh.
Medium-large sized fruit. Will not
pollinate Comice or vice versa.

E Williams’ Bon Chrétien This early
pear is of excellent sweet flavour. Flesh
is white, soft and very juicy. Crops
regularly but not heavily.
1 bush
1 minarette®

24

Orderline 01255 830181

Awarded 40 medals to date

864
864M

£21.00
£24.50

F Red Williams A sport of Williams’
with red skin and creamy white, juicy
flesh. Will not pollinate Williams’ or
vice versa.
1 bush

1 bush
1 minarette®

865
865M

F

865R

£21.00

£21.00
£24.50

Established over 50 years
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A

PLUMS

PLUMS

PLUMS

B

B

A Opal An early dessert plum
producing medium sized red fruits.
Excellent flavour, superior to Victoria.
Heavy cropping and very reliable.

B Victoria The most popular
dessert/culinary plum. Large juicy fruits.
Very reliable and heavy cropping. Frost
resistant.

1 bush
1 minarette®

1 bush
1 minarette®

585
585M

£22.30
£24.50

587
587M

£22.30
£24.50

C

Grafted Plum Trees . . .
Ken Muir’s plum trees are grafted
on St Julien ‘A’ rootstock, making
them most suitable for bush trees,
pyramids and fans. Bush plum trees
on St Julien ‘A’ grow to 12-15ft
in height and should be spaced
12-15ft apart.

C

593

We recommend!

£22.30

Telescopic
Tree Stakes

B Czar The most popular culinary plum.
A reliable cropper, resistant to frost.
1 bush
1 minarette®

D

582
582M

£22.30
£24.50

C Jubilee Similar to Victoria in flavour
and appearance but with much larger
fruits.
1 bush
1 minarette®

591
591M

£22.30
£24.50

D Marjorie’s Seedling A late
dessert/culinary plum. Large, purple,
juicy fruit with a sweet, rich flavour.
Resistant to disease. Very heavy
cropping.
1 bush
1 minarette®

Orderline 01255 830181

Plums may have been one of the
first fruits domesticated by humans
and their remains have been found
in Neolithic age archaeological sites
along with olives, grapes and figs.

A Blue Tit One of the best garden
varieties. Very good-flavoured, juicy,
dessert/culinary plum. Crops heavily
and reliably. Very hardy.
1 bush

A

26

Did you know . . .

583
583M

£22.30
£24.50

Awarded 40 medals to date

C Toptaste Plum Kulinaria® A wonderful new self-fertile dessert plum, bred for
its superb flavour and excellent fruit quality. It produces delicious, medium sized,
firm dark blue fruits with a sweet, juicy and aromatic yellow flesh. Ripening from
mid August through to early September it has very good disease resistance
making it an ideal choice for organic gardeners.
1 bush

576

Established over 50 years

£25.00

All young
fruit trees
require
staking for
the first few
years of their
life and
Minarettes
need to be
permanently
staked. This tree stake will ‘grow’
with your tree and is manufactured
using 100% anti-corrosive materials.
Fitted with a unique power drive screw
head and a Tommy bar is supplied so it
can be screwed into the ground with
the minimum of effort. Comes with 2
free cushion tree ties (12” length)
Length min. 1.2 – 2.1m (4-7ft),
Diameter: 2cm (3/4in)
x1
x2
x3

401
401
401

£9.00
£17.10
£24.00
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B

DAMSONS

GAGES

GAGES

DAMSONS
E

A

C
A Cambridge Gage An excellent
flavoured gage, small fruits,
yellow-green and very juicy. Partially self
fertile.

Excellent Flavour . . .
1 bush
1 minarette®

These delicious fruits are ready for
picking from around mid to late
August. Gages are sweeter than
traditional dessert plums. They were
named after Sir Thomas Gage of
Hengrave Hall in Suffolk, who at the
end of the 18th century imported
the first gages from France.

A

D

580
580M

£22.30
£24.50

B Denniston’s Superb (Imperial
Gage) Hardy and reliable with sweet,
transparent flesh. Produces heavy
crops.

1 bush
1 minarette®

1 bush
1 minarette®

B Merryweather Damson An
excellent all round performer producing
large, juicy fruits for dessert/culinary
use.

589
589M

£22.30
£24.50

C Early Transparent Gage A gage for
the connoisseur producing small,
golden, juicy fruits suitable for all
purposes. Excellent rich flavour.
Cropping heavy and reliable.
1 bush
590
£22.30
D Green Gage The old-fashioned
Green Gage. Small yellowish-green
fruits. Very juicy, rich and aromatic.
Ideal for all purposes. Requires a
sheltered site.

1 bush
1 minarette®

594
594M

£22.30
£24.50

E Oullins Golden Gage Dessert/
culinary gage of sweet flavour.
Produces large, yellow fruits.
1 bush
1 minarette®

28

Orderline 01255 830181

A Farleigh Damson™ Discovered in
Farleigh in Kent around 1820, this
hardy and reliable culinary variety
produces heavy crops of small dark
blue, almost black fruits that are
perfect for pies, crumbles, jams, jellies
and wine making.

584
584M

£22.30
£24.50

Awarded 40 medals to date

1 bush
1 minarette®

5803
5803M

588
588M

586
586M

Most Popular . . .
Damsons are an extremely versatile
fruit superb for home baking and
wine making. It is an excellent choice
for the garden as it tolerates a
variety of soils, resistant to disease
and cold hardy. Damsons are self
fertile although two trees would
provide a better crop.

£22.30
£24.50

£22.30
£24.50

C Prune Damson (Shropshire
Damson) Excellent flavour. Heavy
cropping.
1 bush
1 minarette®

B

£22.30
£24.50

C

Did you know?
In medieval days the skin
of the damson was used to
make purple dye.

Try . . .
Pheromone Traps These traps use the scent of the female moth to lure male
moths into a trap. Two types of trap are available. The codling moth trap
reduces maggot damage to apples and pears and the plum fruit moth trap
reduces damage to plums, gages and damsons caused by the red plum
maggot.
Codling Moth Trap
6014T
£9.60
Codling Moth Trap Refill Kit
6014R
£7.50
Plum Fruit Moth Trap
6015T
£9.60
Plum Fruit Moth Trap Refill
6015R
£7.50

Established over 50 years
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B

C

These are hybrids between plums
and cherry plums. They will pollinate
each other and have been selected
for their late flowering period to
coincide with the early flowers of
Victoria.

WALNUTS

SWEET ALMONDS

Walnut trees will reach a height of 8m (25ft) in 20 years and will grow in a
variety of soils, providing it is deep, fertile and well drained. They can have
their height restricted by using a Root Control Bag (see page 50) and are
harvested in the autumn.

Sweet almond trees are grafted onto
a St Julian ‘A’ rootstock and will
reach an eventual height of
3.5-4.5m (12-15ft) Trees should be
planted 3.5-4.5m (12-15ft) apart.
They can be trained as a bush,

A

B

A

A Gypsy Large, dark fruits with an
orangey flesh. Firm and juicy with a
sugary, rich flavour.

1 bush

5981

F

£26.50

B Golden Sphere The large yellow,
almost translucent fruit are a
spectacular sight. Firm and juicy with a
good fresh ‘plum’ flavour.
1 bush

5980

A Broadview This walnut comes into
cropping earlier than any other variety.
The tree itself is compact and slow
growing. Heavy cropping.

£26.50

E

30

Orderline 01255 830181

116N

£40.00
1 bare-root tree

101RN

£25.50

FILBERTS

Two varieties are needed to ensure good pollination and should be planted next to one another. The trees can be
kept down to a height of 1.8-2.4m (6ft-8ft) and should be spaced 4.5m (15ft) apart.

C
5982

1 bare-root tree

COBNUTS

C Ruby The largest fruit of the cherry
plums with exceptionally sweet peach
flavoured flesh. Partially self fertile.

1 bush

B Robijn Produces attractive
pinkish-white pink blossoms in spring
followed by wonderfully sweet tasting
nuts. Shows some resistance to frost
but requires a warm, sunny, sheltered
position to crop well. Harvest
August/September.

D

E

£26.50

MIRACOTS

PLUOTS
E Flavour King® A cross between a
Japanese plum and an apricot, produces
sugar sweet medium sized fruits that
have a smooth reddish-purple skin and
a gold to crimson coloured flesh, with
an intense plum like flavour and a slight
hint of spiciness. In spring it displays
attractive white blossoms which are
slightly larger than that of a plum, but
because it flowers early they should be
protected from spring frosts. It can be
grown outside in a sunny position in the
south or the south-east of the country,
but like apricots would need to be
grown under glass in other areas.

F Aprimira Miracot® A cross between
a mirabelle and an apricot this
stunning Miracot produces heavy crops
of delicious and extremely sweet,
medium sized fruits that are yellow in
colour with attractive red speckling.
Ripening from mid August the highly
aromatic fruits are easy to prepare and
eat as the stone is loose and parts
effortlessly from the flesh. Once picked
the fruits will keep for around a week
if kept in the fridge, but can also be
used for cooking and preserves.
Highly recommended!
Self-fertile.

1 bush

1 bush

3675

£35.00

3674

£35.00

Awarded 40 medals to date

C Cosford Large, oblong cobnut.
Bright yellow catkins. Heavy cropping.
Makes a vigorous tree. Good flavour.

D Kentish Cob (Lambert’s Filbert)
Although called a cob, this is a filbert.
Very long, large nuts of good flavour.
Short, yellow/green catkins. Heavy
cropping

E Purple Filbert This purple filbert has
striking long claret red catkins, rich
purple foliage and purple skinned
fruits. As it is not self fertile two
different varieties are needed to ensure
good pollination (any of our other
cobnuts or filberts will do).

1 bare-root tree

1 bare-root tree

1 bare-root tree

105N

£20.20

Established over 50 years

110N

£20.20

110RN

WALNUTS, SWEET ALMONDS, COBNUTS & FILBERTS FILBERTS

CRIMEAN CHERRY PLUMS, PLUOTS & MIRACOTS

CRIMEAN CHERRY
PLUMS (Mirabelles)

£20.20
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A

C

B

A

A Celeste®* Naturally very compact ideal for growing in pots. Large fruits
of excellent eating quality.

How it is done . . .
Ken Muir’s trees are grafted onto
the dwarfing rootstock Gisela and
reach around 2m (6ft 6in). Acid
cherries do not grow as large as
sweet cherries and are grafted
onto the Colt rootstock so that
the ultimate height is the same.

1 bush

573

£23.30

B Cherokee® A high-quality dessert
cherry with large dark red, almost
black, fruits of excellent flavour.
Heavier yielding than Stella.
1 bush
1 minarette®

567
567M

C Stella A good quality, dark red
dessert cherry less prone to bacterial
canker than many other varieties.
1 bush

562

£23.30

1 minarette®

562M

£24.50

C

£23.30
£24.50

A Stardust® Winner of 3 awards at
the HTA national plant show in
Stoneleigh and the first ever self-fertile
white cherry to become available. This
outstanding variety is exceptionally
sweet with a superb flavour and is a
must for all cherry connoisseurs.
1 bush

574

568
568M

1 bush
1 minarette®

1 bush
1 minarette®

572
572M

1 bush

565

D

£23.30
£24.50

D Sweetheart®* This dark red dessert
cherry is very heavy cropping. Excellent
flavour.

£23.30
£24.50

E Morello This is excellent for cooking
but not sweet enough for dessert. The
fruits are large, round and dark red. It
crops heavily and regularly.

Awarded 40 medals to date

1 bush
1 minarette®

B Summer Sun Suitable for the cooler
areas of the U.K. as it holds its fruit well
during poor summers. Ideal for the
amateur.

E

Orderline 01255 830181

C Sunburst A high quality, dark red
dessert cherry. The fruits are very large
and will store very well for a short
period. Excellent flavour.

£27.30

Acid Cherry

B

32

CHERRIES

CHERRIES

SWEET CHERRIES

£23.30

Established over 50

5741
5741M

£23.30
£24.50

F Aprikyra® (Cherrycot)
This exciting new introduction is a cross
between an apricot and a cherry, with a
size and flavour that lies somewhere
between the two, but with a
wonderful cherry like aroma.
Self-fertile it produces heavy crops of
delicious, round, dark purplish-red
fruits, that ripen from late July and are
suitable for cooking as well as eating
fresh. In spring the trees are covered in
attractive, pure white blossoms which
appear just after most apricots have
flowered. The trees can be grown
outside in a sunny, sheltered position,
or against a wall in most areas but
further north they are best grown under
glass in a cold greenhouse.

A

‘Aprikyra®’ was awarded silver in
the Trees and Conifers Category at
the HTA National Plant Show Awards
2019.
1 tree

3677

£35.00
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PEACHES on St. Julien ‘A’
A Avalon Pride® This variety shows
the greatest resistance to ‘peach leaf
curl’ and produces an abundance of
pretty pink blossoms in spring, followed
by large, firm, deliciously sweet and
juicy, yellow fleshed fruits that have an
attractive red blush to their skin.

A

1 bush tree

378

D

B

£30.50

A
C

D Saturne A peento (flat) peach from
China with a very good honey taste
and white flesh. Extremely sweet and
juicy. Beautiful pink blossom.

Best grown . . .
Peaches and nectarines are best
grown as a fan against a south,
south west or west facing wall or
fence. They need a space of at least
3.5m (12ft) wide by 1.9m (6ft) high.
They can also be grown as a bush
tree, reaching 3.5-4.5m (12-15ft)
in height and spread.

B

1 bush tree

A Alfred Flesh is of excellent flavour and moderately juicy. Less prone to die-back
than other varieties.

B Rochester Large yellow-fleshed
variety that crops heavily and is the
most reliable peach for growing
outdoors. Very good flavour.

C Peregrine One of the best flavoured
varieties with juicy white flesh. Crops
well and reliably.

1 bush tree

1 bush tree

1 bush tree

365

£31.50

C

361

£23.80

Patio Trees

Reaching a
maximum height of 4-5ft after 10
years, dwarf trees are self fertile and
very heavy cropping producing up to
10lbs after 3-4 years. Ideal for
container growing.They require little
if any pruning.

E

360

369

£25.00

NECTARINE
D

PEACHES, NECTARINE & PATIO TREES

APRICOTS

APRICOTS on St Julien ‘A’

£23.80

F

D Lord Napier Richly flavoured
nectarine with pale green flesh. Ripens
early August early enough to be grown
outdoors.
F Nectarella Large, juicy, richly
flavoured nectarines
1 dwarf tree

370

1 bush tree
£29.50

362

£23.80

H

G

B Moorpark Reliable and the most
commonly grown apricot in England.
Firm, juicy orange flesh of good
flavour.
1 bush tree

34

366

®

C Tomcot * Produces very large fruits with a strong red blush. The fruits
have a sweet, aromatic flavour.

E Aprigold® Produces lots of single
white flowers in spring followed by
delicious large orange-gold fruits.

1 bush tree

1 dwarf tree

3672

£31.50

£31.50

Orderline 01255 830181

374

G Peach Terrace Amber Produces
highly attractive pink blossoms in early
spring followed by deliciously sweet,
large, juicy, yellow-fleshed fruits that
ripen in August.

£32.00
1 dwarf tree

Awarded 40 medals to date

Established over 50 years

376

£29.50

H Nectarine ‘Mesembrine’ This
deliciously sweet, flat (peento) nectarine,
produces pretty pink flowers in spring
followed by smooth yellow-red
skinned fruits with a fine, melting,
yellow flesh in August. Self fertile.
1 bush tree

359

£30.00
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C

E

D

The beautiful
flowers of Veronique

Mulberries do best in a warm, sheltered area and are slow growing, taking about
8 to 10 years to come into cropping. A mature tree will reach 20-30ft, but can be
contained using a Root Control Bag (see page 50). They can be eaten fresh or
cooked and used to make jelly and wine.
A King James I Dating back to the early
17th Century, this variety has large and
succulent fruit with an intensely rich
flavour.
1 bush

196KJ

A

£30.00

®

Blackberries & Hybrids
A selection of these fruits can
provide fresh berries from early July
until the first severe frosts occur in
the autumn. All freeze well and
make excellent jam. With good
management they will yield heavy
crops for 15-20 years.

C

B Morus Mojo Berry (Dwarf Mulberry)
This ground-breaking dwarf mulberry fruits
B
at a young age and is suitable for even the
smallest of gardens ,it has an eventual
height and spread of 1.8-3m (6-10ft) by
1.8m (6ft). It grows best in a sunny
sheltered position in a fertile, free draining
soil, but can also be grown in pots and
containers on the patio. In spring
(May/June) it produces unusually shaped,
white flowers, followed by deep red fruits
which turn black as they ripen between July
and September. The berries are suitable for
picking and eating fresh but can also be
turned into wine or jam and are delicious
when baked and used in cakes, pies and
crumbles.Unlike traditional mulberries,
which can take many years to fruit, this
unique variety fruits on both new and old
wood, so should fruit within the first couple
of years of planting.
It also won ‘Best New Plant’ at the
Chelsea Flower Show in 2017.
1 bush
C Black Butte Noted for its exceptional
fruit size the fruits are winter hardy and
the canes are thorny. Ripens early July to
mid August. Requires 1.8m (6ft) of wall
space.
1 plant

1351

1 plant

Orderline 01255 830181

127

196MOJ

£39.99

D

B

1 plant
129
£14.90
B Loch Ness* This thornless blackberry
requires the minimum of support. It is very
hardy and heavy yielding. Large fruit, good
flavour. Ripens late August and
throughout September. Requires 1.8m
(6ft) of wall space.

1 plant

E

£14.90

138

£14.90

C Loganberry (Thornless) The most
popular hybrid, the fruits are
medium-sized and dark red in colour.
Ripens mid July. Requires 2.4m (8ft) of wall
space.
1 plant

128

£14.90

E Buckingham Tayberry This heavy
yielding, thornless hybrid has large fruits
and a sweet flavour. Ripens early July to
mid August. Requires 2.4m (8ft) of wall
space.

D Oregon Thornless This variety
produces firm, shiny fruits with a true
blackberry flavour and attractive ‘parsley
leaf’ foliage. Ripens late August onwards.
Requires 2.4m (8ft) of wall space.

1 plant

1 plant

130B

£15.50

Awarded 40 medals to date

G Reuben® A unique variety, being the
first in the world to fruit on new wood (ie
the current seasons growth), meaning that
you can enjoy picking your own delicious
crop within the first year of planting. As
well as producing extremely large and juicy
berries, they are also incredibly sweet,
fruiting from August to September they
are delicious eaten straight from the bush,
but are also excellent for jam, pies or
coulis. Requires 1m (3ft 4in) of wall space.

A Japanese Wineberry Also known as
the Chinese Blackberry. The berries are
golden yellow, sweet and juicy turning
wine red when ripe in August. Requires
1.8m (6ft) of wall space.

£14.90

D Boysenberry (Thornless) This hybrid
yields heavy crops of large berries with a
wild blackberry flavour. Freezes well and
makes wonderful jam. Ripens from the
end of July. Requires 2.4m (8ft) of wall
space.

36

A

BLACKBERRIES & HYBRIDS

BLACKBERRIES & HYBRIDS, BLACK MULBERRY

BLACK MULBERRY

126

£14.90

1 plant
E Veronique A compact, thornless
blackberry derived from Loch Ness. Heavy
crops of large fruit of good flavour. Freezes
well. Fruits late August and throughout
September. Requires 1.8m (6ft) of wall
space.
1 plant

134

1354

£15.50

G

£15.50

F Waldo An early thornless variety that
produces fruit of a superb quality and
excellent flavour. Berries are large and very
firm with an intensely glossy black colour.
Makes superb jam. Ripens mid to late July.
Requires 1.8m (6ft) of wall space.

1 plant

Established over 50 years

123

£14.90
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Late Midsummer

B

(crop throughout July)

Autumn (crop from late August until mid October

(crop throughout August)

A

A Malling Jewel Very good flavour
although moderate cropper, so to obtain
maximum yields plant two canes in each
planting position. Tolerant to virus infection.

Juicy & Sweet
Raspberries will grow almost
anywhere on well drained soil. With
the exception of Malling Jewel,
which can be double planted, single
canes should be planted 40cm (16in)
apart in the row. The best row width
is 1.5-1.8m (5-6ft) apart.

Midsummer (crop from
mid July to mid August)
A Cascade Delight An excellent
flavoured mid/late season variety that
produces heavy crops of very large, glossy,
conical shaped fruits with a firm flesh that
last well after picking. An ideal choice for
slightly heavier soils as it displays good
disease resistance to root rot. The canes are
vigorous in nature and although young
canes are spiny low down, they become
less so as they grow taller.
6 canes

1069

101

6 canes

1063

G Autumn Bliss®* Heavy cropping and
very reliable. The berries are large with a
firm texture and good flavour. Good
resistance to raspberry dieback disease

6 canes

6 canes

103Y

£14.50

115

£14.50

I

£14.50

B Malling Juno An exciting early
variety that produces heavy crops of
medium to large sweet red berries with
an excellent flavour. Canes are spine
free and have an upright growing habit
making easy picking easy. Malling Juno
does best when grown in a sunny
position and requires a well-drained
soil. It shows good disease resistance.

C Malling Promise A vigorous early
fruiting variety that produces heavy
crops of attractive large red fruits with
a good flavour on upright, thorny
canes. ‘Malling Promise’ shows good
virus resistance and performs well even
on poorer soils.

6 canes

6 canes

1071

F Allgold Has a distinct sweet flavour
considered superior to many of its red
fruiting relations. Produces heavy crops of
highly fragrant berries. Compact growing
habit so needs little if any support.

J

£14.50

1072

£14.50

C Malling Admiral This is one of the
best garden varieties as the fruits are
large, dark red and have an excellent
flavour. The canes are resistant to
disease infection.
6 canes

105

J Polka* The exceptionally large,
succulent fruits have an intense aromatic
flavour and will store well after picking.
Ripens late July onwards.

I Joan J* Superb flavour, huge berry
size and spine free canes makes this
autumn fruiting variety second to none
for picking and eating.

6 canes

6 canes

£14.50
1062

£14.50

1081

£14.50

Dwarfing

C

A

K

B

£14.50

B Glen Doll Glen Doll is an excellent
flavoured mid-summer variety that
produces bright red fruits that are
sweet and very firm, making then good
for freezing as well as delicious when
eaten fresh. The canes are spine-free
and have an upright habit. In trials,
Glen Doll has not shown any major
weaknesses to pests and diseases.

38

G

F

C

C

6 canes

RASPBERRIES

Early Summer

£14.50

Orderline 01255 830181

Awarded 40 medals to date

C Glen Ample®* This is an
exceptionally heavy yielding variety with
good levels of disease resistance. The
fruits are large, bright red and of good
flavour. Freezes well.

K Ruby Beauty® The world’s first compact summer fruiting raspberry making it
ideal for growing in pots and containers on the patio, as well as in the ground.
Fruiting in early summer (from around June), it grows to just 1 metre tall, but can
yield 1.5kg (over 3lbs) of delicious raspberries per plant, once established.
Although the plants are compact the berries are not and you can expect sweet
and juicy fruits that are the same size as any normal raspberry variety, weighing
approximately 4g each.

6 canes

2ltr pot

112

£14.50

Established over 50 years

1068PG

£17.50
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QUINCE & MEDLAR

RHUBARB

Best grown as bushes which will grow to about 3.5-4.5m (12-15ft) in height and
should be planted 3.5-4.5m (12-15ft) apart.

Can be grown on any type of soil but prefers a rich, light soil unshaded by trees.
It is grown from ‘sets’ obtained by dividing the crowns of three year old plants.

1 bush tree

200V

C Raspberry Red Rhubarb A great
early/mid season rhubarb variety that
produces deep red stalks of the highest
quality and which has a delicious sweet
flavour even when picked early,
without the need to force. Heavy
cropping, the tender stems can be
picked between April and June and are
perfect in pies and crumbles.

B

£22.95

C

1 crown

B Nottingham Considered the best
flavoured medlar. Produces very heavy
crops of medium sized fruit and will
produce a good crop when the tree is
just three years old.
1 bush

198

£22.95

LINGONBERRY
C

1 bush tree

701

£11.50

Orderline 01255 830181

£22.95

Empathy
Ericaceous
Liquid
Fertilizer

1 crown

2 litre pot

194

194C

£7.00

£7.00

From the
makers of
rootgrow™
Empathy
Afterplant
Liquid
Concentrate
Ericaceous
Biostimulant
& Feed is a
seaweed
based
fertiliser that
has been
designed to support all acid loving
plants such as blueberries,
cranberries, lingonberries, azaleas,
camellias, and rhododendrons.
The natural hormones in this product
are taken up by plants to promote
faster and stronger root and shoot
growth. They will also aid the
development of beneficial bacteria,
microbes and the Mycorrhizal Fungi
in the soil.
! 2012EM

£7.99
(lower p&p)

194L

£12.00

Fresh from the Garden...
There is nothing better than home
grown rhubarb and custard as a
tasty treat for those chilly nights.
Topped off with a nice crispy
crumble mix.

Any 2
(of Timperley, Champagne
or Raspberry Red)
for £13.50

SASKATOONS (Juneberry)

GOJI BERRY

F

E

CRANBERRY

£7.00

B Champagne Rhubarb An early
reliable variety, that’s easy to grow,
producing long scarlet stems that are
sweet to taste. Harvest from early April
to late July.

1 crown

Here you are!

1 litre
1 x 9cm pot

200

194R

D Livingstone (late season) Extend
the harvesting season with this
delicious autumn fruiting
rhubarb. Bred in the U.K, it is the first
variety to have successfully had its
summer dormancy eliminated, which
means that unlike traditional rhubarbs,
that stop producing stems in mid
summer, it will go on to crop heavily
again from September through to
November.
The succulent red skinned stems are
stringless and have an excellent
sweet flavour. Supplied in 2 litre pots.

A Timperly Early The earliest and best
all round variety for both forcing and
outdoor cultivation, producing large
sticks of good flavour from early March
to late August.

A Meech’s Prolific This quince
produces fairly large, pear-shaped,
golden yellow fruits of excellent
flavour. It is vigorous and often bears
fruit after just three years.

C Lingonberry A dwarf evergreen
spreading plant with attractive pink
flowers that produce tart, juicy red
fruits which ripen mid-August onwards.
The berries can be used for jams, pie
fillings, sauces and drinks. Feed with
an Ericaceous Fertilizer (opposite).
Supplied in 9cm pots.

40

C Vranja Producing pear shaped fruits
that are bright yellow in colour and
strongly scented. The best quince
variety for cooler regions

A

RHUBARB, GOJI BERRY & SASKATOONS

QUINCE & MEDLAR, LINGONBERRY & CRANBERRY

B

The cranberry is a beautiful creeping,
evergreen, peat loving, prostrate
shrub, ideal for ground cover.
With a good source of vitamin C,
they add flavour to stuffing, sauces
and drinks.

D

D Pilgrim Excellent flavour, this variety
can be grown in the garden if you have
an acid soil, but if not it is ideal for
growing in pots if you use an ericaceous
compost.

E Goji berry the must have fruit and
are said to boost your immune system,
containing more vitamin C than
oranges. These Himalayan berries are
sweet and are normally eaten as dried
berries as they taste similar to raisins.
They can also be used to make tea,
soups and smoothies. Goji berries are
easy to grow and thrive even in poor
soil. The bushes are drought tolerant
and hardy. Supplied in 3 litre pots.
Fruits August to October.

1 bush

3 litre pot

197P

£11.95

Awarded 40 medals to date

700G

£9.99

F Northline Produces attractive white
flowers in spring followed by an
abundance of large, high quality, dark
blue berries in July that have a
wonderful sweet flavour. Excellent for
eating fresh, or for cooking it starts to
bear fruit from an early age.

Established over 50 years

‘Northline’ has an upright habit and will
reach a maximum height and spread of
approximatley 2.4-3.7m (8-12ft),
but this can be kept down if required.
‘Northline’ is self fertile and does not
need a pollination partner.
3 litre pot

3146

£21.90
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D

F

Gooseberries, red, pink and white currants can be grown as a bush, stool bush
or half standard. Bushes and half standards should be planted 1.2- 1.5m (4-5ft)
apart.

A

B

G

NEW!

Half Standard
Gooseberries
& Red Currants
Half-standard forms (where the main
stem length is approximately.
60-90cm in length) are easier to
manage and pick and also take up
less ground space. Half standards are
available on selected gooseberries
and red currants. Bushes and half
standards should be planted
1.2-1.5m (4-5ft) apart.

A Captivator New! An outstanding,
almost thornless gooseberry variety
that produces excellent flavoured,
large, deep red fruits that are suitable
for both dessert and culinary purposes.
A reliable cropper, even during adverse
weather weather conditions, it shows
very good disease resistance, especially
to American Gooseberry Mildew.
‘Captivator’ forms a large bush up to
1.6m (5ft) in height/spread and
although the young growth at the start
of the season has thorns, these have all
but gone by the time it matures.
1 plant

1782

B Careless Reliable and heavy cropping.
Berries are large, smooth skinned and turn
a green, milky white colour when ripe. An
excellent variety for cooking and jam
making
1 plant

171

£10.95

C

A

£10.95

1 plant
162
Half-standard 162ST

£10.95
£22.90

Orderline 01255 830181

C

E Invicta* The most widely grown
culinary variety. Very heavy cropping,
vigorous and resistant to mildew
infection.

D Hinnonmaki Yellow This dessert
variety produces heavy crops of very
large yellow fruit. The flavour is
excellent and the bush is resistant to
American Gooseberry Mildew.

F Remarka Produces large, smooth,
dark red fruits of very good flavour. The
plants are of good vigour. Resistant to
American Gooseberry Mildew.

G Hinnonmaki Green This fantastic
dessert / culinary gooseberry variety,
produces prolific crops of medium large,
olive-green fruits that can be picked and
used in cooking and preserves from late
May, or eaten fresh when fully ripe in midJuly when it has an excellent sweet flavour.
Bred for its hardiness and disease resistance
it shows particular resistance to mildew.

1 plant

Half-standard

1 plant

178

1741

£10.95

£10.95

WHITE CURRANT
B

A Jonkheer Van Tets This early
ripening variety bears very heavy crops
of large sized berries on long trusses.
Very good flavour.

C Hinnonmaki Red Produces heavy
crops of large red fruits. The flavour is
excellent with tangy skin and sweet flesh.
Resistant to American Gooseberry
Mildew.
1 plant

RED CURRANTS

42

E

1 plant
176
Half-standard 176ST

1721ST

£10.95
£22.90

£22.90

1781

£10.95

PINK CURRANT
E

D

B Junifer Outyields all other existing
varieties. Very high quality fruit borne
on long trusses. High level of disease
resistance.

C Rovada Very late and exceptionally
heavy yielding. Large berries borne on
long trusses. Good level of disease
resistance and a lovely flavour.

D White Versailles One of the few
varieties of white currant available. The
fruit is large, light yellow and sweet. It
is a fairly strong, vigorous, upright
bush, cropping heavily.

E Gloire de Sablon An easy to grow variety that produces heavy crops of large,
sweet and wonderfully fragrant pink currants. It shows good disease resistance
and grows to a height and spread of 122cm (4ft).

1 plant

1 plant

1 plant

1 plant

168

£10.95

165

£10.95

Awarded 40 medals to date

GOOSEBERRIES & WHITE & PINK CURRANT

GOOSEBERRIES & RED CURRANTS

GOOSEBERRIES

164

£10.95

Established over 50 years

1534

£12.00
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C

1 plant

190

£15.00

192

D Liberty® Produces medium sized
sky-blue blueberries with an
outstanding flavour, consistently high
yields.

£15.00

1 plant

C Herbert Considered the best
flavoured variety. The berries are very
large and medium-blue. The bush has a
vigorous upright habit.

1 plant

Blueberries

188

E Sunshine Blue This dwarf variety is
probably the best for garden cultivation
as it is so reliable. Heavy crops of
medium sized berries with an excellent
flavour. Height and spread 90cm (3ft).

1 plant

B Earliblue The earliest ripening
variety, the berries are large, light blue
and resistant to cracking. Good flavour.
The bush is vigorous and upright.

1 plant

Dwarf Variety

See our NEW
SUPERSAVER Blueberry
Collection on page 54
along with the unusual
Pinkberry
‘Pink Lemonade’

A Bluecrop Popular variety bearing
heavy crops of of light blue berries that
have a good flavour. Good drought
resistance.

1866

1861

E

£15.00

D

£15.00

B

Acid loving plants and require similar
growing conditions to that of other
soft fruits. They can be grown in
containers using an ericaceous
compost, and need 2 varieties to
improve pollination. Bushes should
be planted 1.2-1.5m (4-5ft) apart.
Feed with Ericaceous Fertiliser (see
page 53).

BLACKCURRANTS

D

£14.00

BLUEBERRIES, BLACKCURRANTS & JOSTABERRY

BLUEBERRIES & BLACKCURRANTS

A

Tall Varieties

Usually grown as bushes which should be planted 1.5m (5ft) apart in rows. Ben Connan and Ben Sarek can be
planted 1.2m (4ft) apart.

A

B

C

JOSTABERRY

44

A Ben Connan* A relatively small bush
variety. Early ripening and heavy
cropping. Resistant to powdery mildew
and the leaf curling midge. Very good
flavour. Can be planted 1.2m (4ft) apart

B Ben Hope* A high resistance to the
‘big bud’ mite, rust, mildew and leaf
spot. Heavy crops of medium sized
berries are produced on long strings.
The bush is tall, upright and vigorous.

1 plant

1 plant

160

£10.95

Orderline 01255 830181

1531

£10.95

C Ben Gairn* Great for both home
and allotments because of its disease
resistance. Good flavour.

D Ben Sarek* Forms a small compact
bush yet remains very high yielding.
The berries are unusually large and are
resistant to mildew. Blossom is frost
resistant. Good flavour. Can be planted
1.2m (4ft) apart

A gooseberry/blackcurrant cross.
The bush is vigorous, upright
and thornless and is resistant to
a number of diseases. The berries
resemble large blackcurrants but
are about twice their size, with a
pleasant flavour. The yield is heavy.

1 plant

1 plant

1 plant

1533

£10.95

Awarded 40 medals to date

157

£10.95

Established over 50 years

180

Don’t
Forget?
to order
Rootgrow™
For more
information
see page 53

£10.95
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A

A

A Black Hamburg
‘Black Hamburg’ has become one of the
best known dessert grape varieties due
to the famous Hampton Court Vine. It is
best grown in a greenhouse, as it will
Grapes will give the best results if planted only set fruit outdoors in the south after
and trained against a south facing wall;
a long hot summer when grown against
a south facing wall. It produces medium
they will also do well when trained onto
a horizontal wire support away from any to large bunches of dark sweet juicy
grapes followed by stunning autumnal
wall. When grown under glass, vines can foliage.

Grapes

be planted outside the house and
brought in through the wall or planted
inside the greenhouse border. Vines
should be spaced 1.2-1.5m (4-5ft) apart.

B

1 vine

148

C Suffolk Red 'Suffolk Red' is a hardy
seedless grape that produces an
abundance of juicy sweet medium-large
red grapes that are ideal for dessert
purposes but can also be made into wine.
Bred in the USA it has a natural climbing
habit and is suitable for growing outside
on a warm sunny wall in the south, or in
a cold greenhouse in other areas. Fruits
ripen in late September/early October
followed by a display of stunning autumn
coloured foliage. Please note that like
most seedless grape varieties, occasionally
some seeded fruit may be produced if the
vine is stressed.
1 vine

1415

1410

£17.00

C

Orderline 01255 830181

£17.85

£17.00

1 bush

296MS

£17.85

KIWI FRUITS

1413

C

The Chinese gooseberry is a very hardy twining climber and can be cropped
outdoors wherever grapes grow. It is important that the bush is given good
shelter from winds. Vines should be planted at least 5.5m (18ft) apart. Fruits
late summer/early autumn.

D

D

E

G Pacific Purple Produces heavy yields of
purple spears mid-late season that are
sweeter more tender and richer in
antioxidants than green asparagus. They are
ideal eaten raw and added to fresh salads.
Ten crowns 2064 £19.00 (incl p&p)
H Gijnlim This variety produces heavy
crops of succulent green spears
early-mid season just one year after
planting. Very good flavour.

£16.00

B Muscat Bleu Probably the best choice
as an outdoor dessert grape. Large
bunches of grapes with dark red flesh. A
fine eating fruit with a rich, deep, muscat
flavour. Good disease resistance.

Ten crowns 201

£19.00 (incl p&p)

DUAL ASPARAGUS

C Phoenix An excellent modern, heavy
yielding dessert/wine grape, producing
large white berries with a fine Muscat
aroma. Makes a soft fruity white wine.
Highly recommended.

D Regent* This excellent modern
blue/black grape has a sweet, refreshing
flavour and is suitable for dessert and
wine purposes. Capable of making high
quality red wine similar to claret. Has
some resistance to mildew. Stunning
autumn colours.

D Issai The Siberian Kiwi produces small
fruits (1 inch long) that are much sweeter
and more aromatic than the regular Kiwi.
The skin is smooth and edible, so the
fruits can be eaten like grapes. Self fertile.

N PACK COLLECTION
COLLECTIO
E Jenny One of only a very small number
Consists of 5 Pacific
of self-fertile kiwis in cultivation and is a
Purple and 5 Gijnlim
stunning climber, producing creamy-white
plants.
delicately scented flowers in early
ASPCC £19.00 (incl p&p)
summer, followed by abundant crops of
sweet and juicy, green fleshed fruits in
late summer/early autumn.

1 vine

1 vine

1 bush

1 bush

1 vine

46

296

B Madeleine des Deux Saisons This
hardy fig dates back to the 17th century
and has the advantage of producing two
crops a year during hot summers if the
young figs formed late in the previous
season are protected over winter. The
medium sized fruits are deliciously sweet
with a translucent pink flesh. Crops ripen
in late June with a second crop in
September.

£17.00

A Strawberry Vine This very productive
outdoor vine produces grapes with an
intense and rich flavour, with a strong hint
of strawberry. Easy to grow the small
sweet grapes ripen in September and are
excellent picked and eaten straight from
the vine, but are also good for juicing,
preserve-making and wine making.
Supplied in 3 litre pots.
1 vine

B

Easy to grow, 20 plants should
produce an average of 16kg (35lb)
annually. Space plants 38cm (15in)
apart in rows 3ft apart. Asparagus
crowns are despatched from April until
May. Available in packs of 10 crowns.

1 bush

Outdoor Grapes
A

ASPARAGUS

Figs need plenty of sun and warmth
to grow and crop well outdoors in
Britain. They can be grown outdoors
in the south and west but further
north need a very warm, sheltered
position outdoors, otherwise they
must be grown under glass. Root
restriction should be provided to
keep the tree compact and fruitful.
Please see page 50 for the Root
Control Bag
A Brown Turkey Produces large oval
fruits with very sweet, deep red flesh. It is
the most reliable and widely grown
variety. Heavy cropping.

B Lakemont A white seedless grape that
will ripen in a cold greenhouse throughout
the U.K. and it can be grown outdoors on
a warm wall in southern areas. Good
mildew resistance. Produces large bunches
of yellow oval grapes with a good Muscat
flavour.
1 vine

FIGS

FIGS, KIWI FRUITS & ASPARAGUS

GRAPES

Indoor Grapes

1412

1405

£16.00

£16.00

1407

£16.00

Awarded 40 medals to date

195AS

£18.95

Don’t Forget?

Established over 50 years

195J

£18.95

Asparagus Knife see page 50
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If you like foraging the local hedgerows, then why not create your own and enjoy bountiful supplies of fruit and
nuts for eating fresh or making jams, jellies and cordials. Our hedging is supplied at a height of 60-80cm (2-3ft)
and is available in packs of ten plants.

A

B

A Cherry Plum Produces
masses of pure white flowers,
followed by mouthwatering
fruits. Our Cherry Plum hedging
is suitable for most sunny, well
drained soils and will create a
dense hedge and an effective
barrier with its thorny twigs.
Plant 35-60cm (1ft 2”-2ft) apart.
Pack of ten plants
1275CP
£23.50

B Elder Perfect for hedging
with fine green foliage. It
produces creamy white
flowers, which develop
into small black berries,
high in vitamin C with
many culinary and herbal
uses. Plant 60cm (2ft) apart.
Pack of ten plants 1275EH
£23.50

C Hazel Easy to grow and the
nuts are delicious. Suitable for
most well drained soils (except
chalk) ‘Hazel’ will thrive in full
sunlight to partial shade. Plant
60-90cm (2-3ft) apart.
Pack of ten plants
1275HZ
£23.50

ION

LECT

COL

MIXED EDIBLE HEDGING PACK

HDMIX 1

D Sloe (Blackthorn)
Produces a dense hedge
with dark spiny branches,
crowded in early spring
with small white single
flowers. The fruits can be
used for making sloe gin. Sloe
will tolerate exposed sites and
most soils, except chalk and
will grow in full sunlight to
partial shade. Plant 35-45cm
(14 -18in) apart.
Pack of ten plants
1275SL
£23.50

£26.00

Our mixed edible hedging pack consists of 10 bare rooted hedging plants and is enough to make a
hedge approximately 3m (10ft) in length. Each pack consists of 2 each of Elder, Hazel, Crab Apple,
Sloe and Cherry Plum of the edible hedging varieties shown on this page.
G Purple Beech Dark purple
glossy leaves from late spring,
turning dark russet-brown in
autumn – many lasting well into
the winter in sheltered areas.
A superb, and very dense
clipped deciduous hedge. Ideal
in exposed and windy areas.
Plant 18” apart
Pack of ten plants
1275PB
£30.00

F

H
G
F Beech Lovely pale green early
spring leaves, turning dark,
glossy green in summer and a
rich russet-brown in autumn –
many lasting well into the winter
in sheltered areas. A superb and
very dense clipped deciduous
hedge. Ideal in exposed and
windy areas. Plant 18” apart.
Pack of ten plants
1275GB
£23.50
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I

H Rosa Rugosa ‘Alba’
(wild rose white) This wild
rose is suitable for most positions
and soils, it needs little
maintenance and produces
highly scented large
yellow-centered pure white
flowers from June to September.
Pack of ten plants
1307WR
£23.50
I Rosa Rugosa ‘Rubra’
(Wild Rose Red)
A very vigorous, dense hedge
covered in large fragrant, single
reddish-purple flowers throughout the summer and large glossy
orange-red hips in autumn
much liked by birds! Densely
branched and covered in small,
sharp thorns.
Pack of ten plants
1275JR
£23.50

J Malus Sylvestris Crab apple
hedging. In early May this
Malus produces cup shaped
flowers that are white with a
pink flush and are much sought
out by bees. In Autumn the
yellow green leaves are tinged
with a warm red, and fleshy
apple-like fruits develop which
are ideal for jam making. It is a
hardy plant that does well in all
positions. Plant 20-33cm (8-13”)
apart.
Pack of ten plants
1275CA
£23.50

G

1 Slug & Snail Shocka®
for Strawberries Made
from a unique copper-coated
patented fabric called Tex-R,
which acts as a barrier to
slugs and snails. Preventing
weed growth and stops soil
splash, it allows water
through yet retains moisture
in the soil. Safe to children,
wildlife and pets, Tex-R fabric
is widely used by
professionals and can be
reused as it remains effective
for several years. This size
sheet allows the planting of
a double row of strawberry
plants. Roll size: approx.
0.9m x 5m (3ft x 16ft)
6017
£43.00
2 Mason Bee Nest These
bee nest boxes have
specifically been designed
for the Red Mason Bee. All
you need to do is place the
nest boxes in a sunny,
sheltered, south facing
position in the garden and
you will attract Red Mason
Bees in early spring. The nest
is of timber construction and
contains 30 nesting tubes.
6016M
£16.95
3 Aphid Control - The
Lacewing Chamber Did
you know that one adult
lacewing lays up to 350 eggs
and one lacewing larva can
consume 300 aphids? The
lacewing chamber is
impregnated with a
pheromone attractant and
gives adult lacewings the
perfect home. Simple to use,
the Lacewing Chamber
measures only 21.5 x 17.5
x 17.5cm and is weather
resistant for at least 5 years.
6021
£27.50
Chamber Refill
! 6021R
£5.95

1

4 Insect Barrier Glue A
range of insects crawl up the
trunks of trees, either
causing direct or indirect
damage. Insect Barrier Glue
may be applied to the tree to
form a barrier to stop these
pests. The modern
alternative to greasebanding.
The large size fits a standard
mastic gun (not supplied).
Insect Barrier Glue 75ml
! 6013
£6.40
Large Insect Barrier Glue
£9.80
280ml ! 6013L
5 Winter Tree Wash Perfect
for organic gardeners this
natural product contains
biological enzymes which
dissolve insect eggs present
in dormant fruit trees and
bushes. Suitable for most
trees and canes.
500ml
! 2013WW
£11.50
6 Pheromone Traps These
traps use the scent of the
female moth to lure male
moths into a trap. Two types
of trap are available. The
codling moth trap reduces
maggot damage to apples
and pears and the plum fruit
moth trap reduces damage
to plums, gages and
damsons caused by the red
plum maggot.
Codling Moth Trap
! 6014T
£9.60
Codling Moth Trap Refill Kit
! 6014R
£7.50
Plum Fruit Moth Trap
! 6015T
£9.60
Plum Fruit Moth Trap
Refill Kit
! 6015R
£7.50

2

For mainland UK please add £8.95 to your total
order unless all items are p&p inclusive. Items
marked with a ! will be charged at the cheaper rate
of £4.85 when only one unit of this item is ordered.

7 Raspberry Beetle Trap
Contains a lure irresistible to
adult raspberry beetles so
when they emerge from the
soil in the spring they are
drawn into the trap
permanently removing them
before they can lay their eggs,
therefore reducing the risk of
maggots in your fruits. Each
trap protects 50sqm and
contains one floral lure. The
traps should be placed outside
in the spring 4–6 weeks before
the first flowers appear (April –
May). With later flowering
hybrid berries, eg loganberries
or autumn fruiting raspberries,
a second replacement lure is
recommended.
£18.95
Trap ! ACRBT

3

4

5

Replacement lure
ACRL
£8.95
(incl p&p)
8 Vine Weevil Killer Vine
weevil larvae can severely
weaken or kill plants by
feeding underground on their
roots and stem bases.
Biological control uses parasitic
nematodes (Heterorhaboitis
sp), microscopic worms which
feed and multiply inside the
larvae. Apply between
August-October with a follow
up treatment between April
and May. This product must
be stored in a refrigerator and
used within three weeks of
receipt.
5 million treats 12sqm,
5 million
VWK £15.50
(incl p&p)
9 Anti-Mole Anti-Mole is a
bulb which once planted,
secretes a smell that humans
cannot detect. This smell keeps
moles and field mice away or
forces them to move. It is
100% natural, completely safe
to use and does no damage to
your garden. The bulbs last
about 2 years depending on
location and weather
conditions. They should be
planted to a depth of 5-8cm
(2-3in) and spaced 8m (9 yds)
apart. One pack will give
coverage of 500 sq.m (625
sq.yds).

BIO-FRIENDLY GARDENING

MIXED EDIBLE & ORNAMENTAL HEDGING

BIO-FRIENDLY GARDENING

FORAGING

6

7

8

9

Anti-Mole Bulb Pack
CH010
£17.50

Awarded 40 medals to date

Established over 50 years
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2 Telescopic Tree Stakes
All young fruit trees require
staking for the first few years
of their life and Minarettes
need to be permanently
staked. This tree stake will
‘grow’ with your tree and is
manufactured using 100%
anti-corrosive materials.
Fitted with a unique power
drive screw head and a
Tommy bar is supplied so it
can be screwed into the
ground with the minimum of
effort. TWO FREE cushion
tree ties included (12”
length)
Length: 1.2 –
2.1m (4-7ft), Diameter: 2cm
(3/4in).
401
x1
£9.00
SUPERSAVER x2 £17.10
SUPERSAVER x3 £24.00
3 Envirofleece Plus This is a
high quality spun bonded
light weight fleece. The side
edges are reinforced with a
strip of fleece, bonded to
provide strengthening.
Protects early crops and
tender plants against the
weather, insect pests and
damage from small birds.
Water, light and air can pass
through the material.
Size: 2.6m x 7m (8ft 6in x
22ft 9in)
6005
£20.95
4 Envirofleece 30 A strong
medium weight fleece for
winter protection of small
shrubs and other tender
plants. Also recommended
for frost protection on early

5

potatoes, soft fruits,
peaches, nectarines and
apricots.
Size: 2.4m x 5m (7ft 10in x
16ft 3in)
6006
£11.95
5 Protection Netting
Suitable for covering fruit,
vegetables, seedlings and
young plants against birds
and cats. This netting is light
enough to be used over
crops without support and
strong enough to be used to
cover frames and cages. The
small mesh size (approx.
1/3inch sq.) minimises the
risk to birds.
Size: 2m x 10m (6ft 6in x
32ft 6in)
! 6007
£19.99
Size: 3m x 4m (9ft 10in x
13ft 1in)
! 6007C

£12.99

6 Asparagus Knife Ideal for
harvesting asparagus, just
slide below the soil level and
around the spear drawing
backwards for an amazingly
clean cut. Overall length
14cm (6in).
! 1265AK
£10.00
7 Permelay (Ground Cover)
Permelay is a heavy duty
polypropylene fabric, which
is permeable to air, moisture
and nutrients. It prevents
light from getting through,
thereby suppressing weeds.
Less watering is required as
moisture is retained. Use in
the greenhouse, vegetable
garden or strawberry beds to

deter the slugs and keep the
fruit clean, dry and mud
free! Very strong - can also
be used for pathways. Better
than plastic sheets for
mulching. Size: 1.6m x 6m
(5ft 3in x 19ft 6 in)
6010
£12.30
8 Cushion Tree Ties Made
from weatherproof rubber
elastomer which is UV, cold
and pollution resistant, these
cushion tree ties have
grooves which expand as the
tree grows, eliminating
adjustment and tree
damage. They are fitted in a
loop preventing friction
between the tree and
supporting stake, with the
grooves to the inside
allowing rain-water to drain
away, averting disease.
Length: 45cm (18in).
! 6012
x2
£3.30
9 Root Control Bag The
RCB restricts the tree roots,
retaining the energy of the
tree within preventing them
from growing too tall,
bringing them into cropping
earlier and allowing you to
lift and transplant your tree.
The bags are made from a
special fabric that has a
copper based latex coating
on one side. When the root
tip comes into contact with
the copper it stops growing,
the apical dominance is
interrupted and the new
fibrous roots develop further
back towards the plant. The

fibrous roots absorb water
and nutrients better.
Rootex is permeable
allowing water and nutrients
to pass through. Rootex
bags can also be used as a
liner in a pot to stop root
circling. Capacity: 45 litres
! 6032
£10.55
10 Gripple Wire
Tensioning System
The Gripple Wire Tensioning
system is the fastest way to
support trained fruits,
removing the need to work
with awkward, ugly and
unmanageable metal wire. It
is ideal for Stepover, Espalier
and Fan Trained fruit trees,
raspberries, blackberries and
hybrids and grape vines. It
doesn’t rot or rust, it gives
long-lived support and is
easy and simple to use. The
kit consists of 50m (165ft)
nylon trellis wire, 10 Gripple

10

Tensioners and 10 vine eyes.
The tough UV stabilised solid
nylon wire is fed through
vine eyes or around posts
and is automatically
tensioned as it passes back
through the unique push-fit
Gripple Tensioner and is
easily pulled tight by hand;
take up slack by pulling
more wire through.
The system will support
100kgs (220lbs) load.
4031
£34.50 (incl p&p)
11 Cherry Aid
Cherry Aid’® branch wraps
offer an organic and bird
safe way to protect cherry
trees from pests, to ensure
your fruit reaches its full size
and sweetness. The reusable
net wraps fit easily and
snuggly around individual
branches to shield the fruit
as it grows, but also helps to
reduce the risk of it splitting
by sheltering it from rain.
The wraps can also be used
in early spring to protect the
young blossom buds from
being pecked out by finches.
However they should be
removed once the blossom
opens to allow bees to
pollinate them.
(Pack of 2) CAS
£14.25
(incl p&p)
SUPERSAVER
2 packs £24.25 (incl p&p)

11

SUPERSAVER
3 packs £34.25 (incl p&p)
SUPERSAVER
4 packs £44.25 (incl p&p)
12 Vigoroot Planter
The innovative Vigoroot
planter is made of a
technically advanced
growing fabric that
encourages stronger roots by
air-pruning the root tips as

6
9

12
7

8

17 SpeedFeed™ is an
incredibly simple yet effective
way to ensure that your plants
receive both water and feed,
directly to where they need it,
straight to the roots,
encouraging stronger healthier
plants and increasing crop yields.
The innovative new design
enables it to be used with
growbags, planters and raised
beds distributing water and feed
evenly along the length of the
perforated tube helping save
time, money and water. Ideal
for use with the ‘Strawberry
Double-Decker Table-Top’ it can
be reused year after year.

they reach the side of the
container, preventing
root-balling. This means
plants can stay in the same
size pot for several years as
they don’t get pot-bound.
Suitable for a wide variety of
herbs, flowers and shrubs as
well as young trees, fruit
trees and bushes, exotics and
vegetables. Pack of 3 x 20
litre planters.
Planter Size - Diameter 30cm
(12in) Height 30cm (12in)
(20 Litres).
! VP3
£11.00

SpeedFeed™
buy 2 for just
£20 (incl p&p)
SAVE £6

SPECIAL
OFFER!

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

For mainland UK please add £8.95 to your total
order unless all items are p&p inclusive. Items
marked with a ! will be charged at the cheaper rate
of £4.85 when only one unit of this item is ordered.

ACCESSORIES

SFGB £13.00
(incl p&p)

17

A Minarette®
Accessory Pack
Our pack contains
everything you
need to get your
Minarettes® off to
the best possible
start. The pack
consists of a high
quality 15 litre plastic pot, which comes in an attractive
terracotta colour, with a decorative motive under the rim,
plus two blocks of compost and feed (simply add water and
mix to reconstitute). Also included within the set is a 60g
pack of Rootgrow™ to encourage strong root growth and
aid establishment, a starter tree stake to provide support and
two cushion tree ties.
The pots are both lightweight yet robust and are the perfect
size for growing young Minarette® trees. They measure
35cm (13½in) in diameter, with a depth of 27cm (10½in),
they are also frost resistant and contain plenty of drainage
holes to help prevent waterlogging in winter.
1 pack
MAP
£22.00 (incl p&p)

Minarette® Accessory Pack*
for £17.99 when purchased with any
Minarette® tree.
MAPS
£17.99 (incl p&p)

SPECIAL
OFFER!

*limited to one planter per Minarette® tree ordered.
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17 Long Fruit Cage
Ideal for raspberries,
gooseberries, currants and
blueberries this long steel
fruit cage will help keep
birds and animals away
from your valuable crops
and comes complete with
a 10mm² mesh cover that
fits neatly over the top
and clips securely onto the
frame. Easy to assemble
using the flexible ‘push fit’
plastic joints to join the
pre-cut steel lengths, it
comes with full
instructions. Also included
are galvanised steel U
shaped pegs to keep the
net it in place. Dimensions
L 3m x W 1m x H 1.5m
LFC Long Fruit Cage
£69.50 (incl p&p)

B Planter Kit Ideal for
growing all types of soft fruit
bushes, ornamental trees
and shrubs with the
exception of acid loving
plants such as blueberries
which need an ericaceous
compost.
1 kit
PAC
£15.50
(incl p&p)

PEST CONTROL
1

52

3

2

1 Bug Clear Gun for Fruit
and Veg Bug Clear For Fruit
& Veg Concentrate is a fast
acting natural insecticide
that is safe to use on fruit,
vegetable and ornamental
plants and contains rapeseed
oil which kills pests by
forming an oil film over the
undersired insect preventing
them from breathing.
Crops can be safely sprayed
and harvested the day as
treatment and can be used
on plants both outside
and in.
250ml

When using chemicals it is most important to follow the manufacturer’s
instructions precisely.

SBCC

2 Provanto ‘Ultimate Fruit
& Vegetable Bug Killer
Concentrate’ Kills and
controls greenfly, blackfly,
caterpillars, beetles, weevils,
apple & pear suckers, capsids,
sawfly and whitefly,
protecting against these for
up to 4 weeks. It can be used
on a range of fruit and
vegetables. Makes up to 60
litres. Active ingredients:
Deltamethrin
30ml

£9.95
(inc p&p)

Orderline 01255 830181

6001BK

£12.70
(inc p&p)

4

3 SB Plant Invigorator
SB Plant Invigorator is a foliar
feed that encourages strong
healthy growth, as well as
controlling mildew and a
wide range of pests
including whitefly, aphids,
spider mites, mealybugs and
scale insects. SB Plant
Invigorator uses a physical
mode of action, which is
non-chemical and
non-biological, is safe to use
on ornamental plants and on
edible crops without any
harvest interval and being
environmentally friendly and
biodegradable does not

harm bees or birds. It also
helps prevent leaf chlorosis
and improves leaf colour and
vigour. Available as a 500ml
concetrate each bottle
makes 50 litres of spray.
SBI
£16.99
(inc p&p)
4 Arbrex 'Seal & Heal' is a
natural waterproof,
ready-to-use brush-on
pruning agent which seals
exposed wood from damp,
frost and harmful bacteria,
allowing sufficient time for
the tree to produce its own
natural callus.
! 2013PS
£8.50

Chosen with you in mind

18 Round Fruit Cage
Keep birds and animals
away from your fruit
bushes with this round steel
fruit cage, which comes
complete with a 10mm²
mesh cover that fits neatly
over the top and clips
Flexible ‘push fit’ plastic joints
securely onto the frame.
Easy to assemble using the
flexible ‘push fit’ plastic
joints to join the pre-cut
steel lengths, it comes with
full instructions. Also
included are galvanised
steel U shaped pegs to
keep the net it in place.
Ideal for gooseberries,
currants and blueberries.
Dimensions L1m x W 1m x
H 1.5m
10mm² mesh cover that
RFC Round Fruit Cage
fits neatly over the top
£42.00 (incl p&p)

18

FERTILISER & ROOT FORMATION AIDS
1 Ken Muir Fruit Tree Feed
A balanced feed (NPK analysis
12-11-18), specially formulated
for Tree, Cane, Vine and Bush
Fruits (except Blueberries).
Contains vital nutrients and
trace elements essential for
plant growth
Fruit Tree Feed (1kg)
! 2012T
£4.50
2 Rootgrow™ has become a
first choice planting aid for
bare root and container plants
in hobby and commercial
horticulture. It is also
recommended by almost all
rose growers in the UK for its
ability to combat rose replant
sickness. Rootgrow™ is the
only planting aid which is fully
endorsed and licensed by the
RHS following 8 years of use
by the gardeners at Wisley. Not
suitable for Azaleas, Heathers
and Blueberries. The key
benefits to plants treated with
Rootgrow™ include:
• Superior plant establishment
with better natural vigour and
health
• Overcome replant problems
more successfully
• Have better developed root
systems
• Are better able to tolerate
drought conditions
• Are better able to find and
extract more nutrients,
including trace elements

60g - treats 1 x 10 litre pot
2016RS £3.05 (incl p&p)
150g - treats 2 x 15 litre pot
! 2016RM

£5.50

360g - treats 6 x 10 litre
pots
! 2016RG
£11.50
3 Rootgrow™ Ericoid is the
latest product to be added to
the Empathy range and
comprises of specially adapted
mycorrhizal fungi for use on
the roots of acid loving plants
such as blueberries,
cranberries, lingonberries,
bilberries, rhododendrons,
azaleas and heathers to aid
establishment.
200g - treats 20 x 2 litre
pots
! 2019RE

£7.20

6 Sulphate of Potash Boosts
fruit development on fruit
4 Empathy Ericaceous Liquid trees, canes & bushes.
Fertilizer
1kg
2012SP
Empathy Afterplant Liquid
£9.50(incl p&p)

Concentrate Ericaceous
Biostimulant & Feed is a
seaweed based fertiliser that
has been designed to support
all acid loving plants such as
blueberries, cranberries,
lingonberries, azaleas,
camellias and rhododendrons.
The natural hormones in this
product are taken up by
plants to promote faster and
stronger root and shoot
growth.

7 Sulphate of Ammonia Use
to acidify limey soils.
1kg

FERTILISER & ROOT FORMATIOIN AIDS

ACCESSORIES & PEST CONTROL

For mainland UK please add £8.95 to your total order unless all items
are p&p inclusive. Items marked with a ! will be charged at the
cheaper rate of £4.85 when only one unit of this item is ordered.

ACCESSORIES

2012SA
£8.95 (incl p&p)

8 Nitrochalk Use as a spring
feed with sulphate of
potash.Pellet form.
1kg
2012NC
£8.95 (incl p&p)

9 Magnesium Sulphate
Helps prevent magnesium
deficiency.
1 litre ! 2012EM
£7.99 1kg
2012MS
£8.95 (incl p&p)
(lower p&p)
10 Flowers of Sulphur Helps
5 Superphosphate Quicker
acting than bone meal and has acidify soil to prevent/ correct
a slightly acidic action on the soil. lime induced chlorosis.
1kg
2012FS
1kg
2012PH
£9.50 (incl p&p)
£8.95 (incl p&p)

4
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BEST
SELLER!

TERMS & CONDITIONS

BLUEBERRY

Our BEST SELLER ‘All Season Blueberry Collection’ consists of three young blueberry
plants that, once established, will provide you with delicious blueberries from early July through
to September. Supplied in 9cm pots.

Bluecrop
Popular variety bearing heavy crops of
of light blue berries that have a good
flavour. Good drought resistance.

Postage and Packing Charges
For mainland UK please add £8.95 to your
total order unless all items are p&p
inclusive. Items marked with a ! will be
charged at the cheaper rate of £4.85 when
only one unit of this item is ordered. Please
contact us for delivery charges to Northern
Ireland, Highlands and Lowlands. We reserve
the right to revise p&p charges without prior
notice should it become necessary. Large orders
may incur extra p&p but we will contact you
before processing your order to advise you of
any changes.
Payment
Credit/debit card orders are accepted on the
understanding that your account will be
charged as soon as we receive your order.

Spartan
A favourite with the home grower, this
early variety produces large sweet, tangy
flavoured berries. It also has spectacular
crimson red to yellow foliage in the
autumn.

Bluecrop

Prices
We reserve the right to revise prices without
prior notice in the event of unforeseen
circumstances.

Jersey
Produces small to medium sized sweet
tasting fruits ideal for baking from late
July/August. It has an upright growth habit
and displays wonderful autumn colours.

Spartan

PINKBERRY

Dates of Despatch and Acknowledgement
of Orders
Orders are accepted on the understanding that
plants will be despatched as soon as possible,
when ready. Unless otherwise stated, this
should be within 28 days. We do not send out
acknowledgements of orders. Additions to an
Outstanding Order An administration fee
of £2.00 will be charged should you wish
to add to an outstanding order.
Substitutes
Sometimes we are unable to supply the variety
or varieties asked for. In this event we will send
the nearest alternative unless you ask us not to
do so. We will contact you if a similar
alternative is not available.
Cancelled Orders
If for any reason you need to cancel your order
please let us know within 5 days after delivery
of the goods. As long as the order has not
already been despatched, we will ensure the
order has been cancelled. Unless, the goods
are damaged, faulty or wrong items sent,
then you will be responsible for returning
the goods at your own expense.

Returns and Refunds
We hope that you are delighted with your
purchase but in the event that you are not,
please contact us within 48 hours of delivery to
arrange for a replacement or refund for the
value of the goods. If the goods are damaged
or faulty we will collect them at our expense.
Otherwise, goods must be returned to us
within 7 days of delivery, at your own expense.
Refunds will be processed within 30 days of
the agreement to the refund.
Guarantee
All fruit stocks are guaranteed for six months
from the date of despatch. In the event that
any plant should die within the guarantee
period, a free replacement will be sent provided
that the plant has not been neglected,
overwatered, planted in an unsuitable site or
has been affected by adverse weather
conditions. Any failure needs to be reported to
us within the guarantee period. We reserve the
right to ask for the plant to be returned to us
for examination. When replacement plants are
sent our carriage and packing charges are
applicable. It should be understood that
replacement plants are offered as a gesture of
goodwill, not an admission of liability.
After-Sales Service
At Ken Muir we also offer an after-sales advisory
service should you have any query about
growing fruit.
*Varieties Marked with an Asterisk
These varieties are protected by the legislation
governing Plant Breeders’ Rights. It is an
infringement of Plant Breeders’ Rights to
propagate from them for resale without a
licence from the holder of the Rights.
**Varieties Marked with a Double Asterisk
were pending a grant at time of going to press.
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BLUEBERRY COLLECTION
This collection comprises of one each of the following
three varieties: Bluecrop, Spartan & Jersey
BLUA2

54

Orderline 01255 830181

£24.00 (incl p&p)

Produces deliciously sweet, but pink,
blueberries. Requires an acid soil and is
ideal for growing in containers using an
ericaceous compost.

3 litre pot 1867

Blue Sari
Restaurant

Suppliers of
quality fruit trees,
soft fruit bushes,
canes and vines
www.kenmuir.co.uk

Heath Rd

Clay Lane

N
COLLECTIO

Pink Lemonade

Rectory
Rd

Jersey

Take B1033 on following
roundabout.
Take 3rd exit on next
roundabout B1441
(Weeley By Pass).
Turn right onto Rectory
Road.
Go over A133, turn left
into Honeypot Lane.
Signposted Ken Muir

B1027
St Osyth

£15.50

Chosen with you in mind

Established over 50 years

www.kenmuir.co.uk 55

Return Address:
Ken Muir Ltd, Rectory Rd, Weeley Heath,
Clacton-on-Sea, Essex CO16 9BJ

HOW TO ORDER

Online: www.kenmuir.co.uk

Post: Send the order form and payment to Ken Muir Ltd, Rectory Road, Weeley Heath, Clacton-on-Sea, Essex CO16 9BJ
Phone: 01255 830181 Fax: 01255 831534
Opening Times: Mon - Fri 9am - 4pm Sat 9am - 1pm

Don’t Forget
to fill in your email address on
the order form to receive our
Ken Muir Special Offers

Not at home during the day?
Can the parcel be left somewhere for you?
(Porch, garage, next door neighbour etc)

Telephone
Number

In case of queries

Please send me the goods as indicated below
Code

Qty

Description

£

Please inform us via email if you would like to remain on our mailing list to receive future
brochures and special offers.

Subtotal

Credit/debit card payment

P&P (if applicable*)
TOTAL (please do

Please charge to my account goods of the value of: £
*Card No
*Start Date

*Sec No
*Expiry Date

Issue No

*Payment method (please tick)
*Signature
*Email address

p

*required fields

Please make cheques
payable to Ken Muir Ltd
*Please add £8.95 to your total order for p&p to
mainland U.K, unless ALL items ordered are p&p
inclusive. A lower postage rate of £4.85 applies
to smaller items, these are marked with an !.
please contact us for delivery charges to Northern
Ireland, Eire, the Channel Islands, Highlands,
Lowlands and offshore Islands.

